IT CAME FROM BOB’S BASEMENT
© 1999 John Michlig

Preface by DENNIS MUREN
Until the late 1970s, it was an unrewarding time for those of us interested in the heritage and
history of fantasy films. Not only were science fiction and horror films, with a few exceptions,
considered “lowbrow” entertainment, but Hollywood studios took little if any interest in
preserving any of the leftover props and art created for their movies. When a project wrapped,
everything was just tossed out or taken home by somebody and put into a garage or attic—these
props were tools, and when their utility was exhausted they fell into the same category as used
paper cups. This went on for decades, and many handcrafted works of art created for classic
films were lost forever. As young film fans, my friends and I began to take for granted that we’d
never get to see “in person” the fantastic objects that transfixed us on movie and television
screens. We were "movie geeks;" a small, unrecognized minority who wanted to know the nuts
and bolts of visual effects.
As time went on, however, more & more people became interested in films & filmmaking.
With the release of “Star Wars,” in particular, interest really picked up and a lot of people
wanted to get into films and know how they were made. Suddenly the public-at-large was
curious about what made those spaceships look so real and how giant monsters could trample
cities. The studios began to think seriously about preserving the work of their craftsmen, and
they mourned the stuff that was lost forever due to lack of foresight.
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How fortunate we all are that Bob Burns had been busily running around Hollywood
rescuing our favorite spaceships, costumes, ray guns, and monster masks from oblivion. Bob
made himself known in the entertainment community as a guy willing to give up living space to
display a rubber corpse or a pair of the Frankenstein monster’s boots; consequently, a lot of
amazing stuff that was headed to the incinerator made a left turn in the direction of what is now
known as “Bob’s basement,” preserved for posterity rather than becoming Southern California
landfill. Undoubtedly many of the people who contributed items to his collection felt relieved to
find a home for items they simply had no room for. And Bob not only collected the items, but the
personal stories connected to them.
And how fortunate for Bob to have in his wife Kathy a partner with an equal love for films.
Bob will be the first to tell you that it’s only through her encouragement and constant shared
enthusiasm that his collection exists in the first place. Both veterans of the entertainment
industry—Bob was a film editor, and Kathy worked at a production company—they’re a great
team and special people to a huge menagerie of friends like myself who love to gather at their
place to talk about movies and hatch schemes. From the minute I first walked into Bob and
Kathy’s house I knew there was something about them that was very special. There was movie
stuff everywhere, artwork everywhere from wonderful fantasy and sci-fi films. Original artwork
that had been done by famous people like Chesley Bonestell and paintings by people who
weren’t so famous like their good friend Mike Minor. Model maker Tom Scherman had made
beautiful models of the sub from “20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.” Incredible art, incredible
models, and incredible enthusiasm that he and Kathy have. Over the years they’ve become
sounding boards and cheerleaders for a great many film industry professionals, offering
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encouragement to many of us starting out in the field and unabashed excitement when we’d
show them what we were working on. Mostly, they effectively made us believe in ourselves.
One of the schemes hatched at Bob’s house was the annual Halloween show. Starting in
1969, Bob would come up with the money to fund an extravagant live recreation of a scene from
a famous sci-fi or horror movie with a little plot—beginning, middle, end—lasting for three to
five minutes. It was his way of giving something fun to the community of Burbank, but my
friends and I had a blast working on them. The themes were conceived by Bob, incorporating
props he had in his collection, and we did a different scenario each year; “The Exorcist,” “War of
the Worlds,” and “Alien,” to name a few. The shows were a melting pot of the collective
imaginations and talents of aspiring filmmakers. A dozen of us would spend a few weekends
beforehand building the sets, coming up with music cues, lighting effects and all that,
culminating in the big Halloween Night. For people going through our set-up, it was like being
inside a movie—there was no screen between you and the monster or alien we’d unleash. Our
first show became so popular that we got 1500 people and had to add a second night; there was a
line all the way down the street and around the corner, and the road was jammed with cars
stopping to see what’s going on. We ran the shows from about 5:00 PM until 10:00 or 10:30
nonstop, hundreds of people going through, seeing this little scene. It was really a lot of fun
working those shows. I was for the most part hidden behind the set, doing the lighting cues. Tom
Scherman would be running around pulling cables or whatever. Mike Minor, who did the set
design, would be making sure everything was just right. Bob and Kathy would be out there
making sure the whole thing stayed together and didn’t fall apart. Hollywood VIPs would
invariably show up and stay for hours, perhaps surprised to rediscover the sense of wonder that
brought them to the business in the first place.
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Seeing a famous prop up close triggers that same sense of wonder. They’re a part of history
that we can embrace by just looking at them and sometimes touching them. For people like
myself, seeing Bob’s old props and artwork is a connection to the long heritage of visual effects
artists. For young people, Bob’s collection helps them understand that these items were actually
made by real people and, just maybe, the possibility might exist someday that they could build
these same props and work on these same types of movies. More than one modern visual effects
craftsperson has been inspired to enter the vocation by a visit to “Bob’s basement” and his
acknowledgment of their talent when they’d show him a sample of their work.
It’s a lot more difficult now for Bob to collect props from modern movies because so many
of the props are computer generated and no physical model is ever made. It’s not very interesting
standing there, looking at a CD-rom or a tape cassette that has one of your favorite scenes on it.
Today we can get the model, the creatures, the background, roto-mattes, all the lighting, the
whole deal, on a piece of magnetic media, but there is nothing else tangible to keep. That makes
Bob’s collection even more valuable, because it reminds people of the hand-craftsmanship that
used to go into the work.
And that’s really what it was: Craftsmanship. Techniques that had been handed down for
thousands of years that were updated as the tools were updated. Our newest tool, the computer,
may well have severed that line of hand-skills and eliminated much of the tactile aspect of
creating props and effects. Bob’s collection—though still growing and threatening to burst his
house at the seams—may represent the last physical connections we as fans have to our favorite
films.
This book contains a lot of photographs of the objects that Bob has, but it really ought to
have a good photograph of his brain, too. That brain has retained so many wonderful stories
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about the people he has met, worked with, or counted as his friends, and Bob gets his greatest
satisfaction from spreading the word about artists who have created the most indelible images
ever filmed. Over the decades visitors to his collection have been treated to an oral history of
geniuses like Mike Minor, Rick Baker, Paul Blaisdell, Chris Walas and Tom Scherman, just to
name a few, in addition to more well-know names like George Lucas, Glenn Strange, George
Pal, and even Ed Wood, Jr.. Thankfully someone has strapped him down long enough to commit
to paper some of his storehouse of stories—he seems to have met everyone and remembered
everything. Now that should be the next book!
Thanks, Bob, for watching over—and sharing—these treasures.
- Dennis Muren
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CHAPTER ONE: A CHILD IN THE LAND OF DREAMS

One of my earliest memories of childhood in Muskogee, Oklahoma, is the day my
grandfather bought me two wooden Superman figures at a hardware store. Today’s toy collectors
would have considered my grandfather and I real pioneers; we noticed that among the crowd of
jointed Supermen in the display there were two different versions with distinctly different “S”
logos and cape colors, so we decided we’d better get both kinds. I was already thinking like a
collector.
My grandfather and I were very close; he lived with us and had a room in our house, and, as
an only child, I became the focus of his affection. He indulged my interest in superheroes,
spacemen, monsters—anything in the realm of the fantastic—in ways my father would never
dream of. Many evenings Grandpa and I would turn out all of the lights and listen to our huge
console radio accompanied by the eerie red glow of our gas heater. The adventures of the great
radio heroes—Superman, Buck Rogers, Flash Gordon, Dick Tracy, The Shadow—came alive for
us.
My mania for all things heroic led me to send away for pretty much every radio or breakfast
cereal premium offered, from decoder rings to special agent badges. No sooner had the
breathless announcer begun his description of the latest Earth-preserving ray gun or sciencedefying code-breaker than I’d begin busily scribbling my return address on a note with 10¢ taped
to it. I’d beg my mom to buy boxes and boxes of horrid cereal in order to accumulate proofs of
purchase boxtops (the key was finding ways to secretly dispose of the tasteless nuggets so mom
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got the impression that I loved the stuff). Every outgoing envelope initiated another period of
insane waiting and fixation on the mailbox. It seemed I was in a perpetual state of anticipation.
Fortunately, my parents were movie fans and I grew up in an era when it was quite common
to go out to the theater two and three times a week. It also helped that the local moviehouse, the
Major, was “refrigerated;” on a 98 degree day, even a mediocre-to-bad flick can look pretty good
in a chilled theater!
Of course, I especially enjoyed the Republic “cliffhanger” serials; “Spy Smasher,” “The
Crimson Ghost,” “Perils of Nyoma,” and countless others. I became very familiar with the cast
of stock “heavies” and heroes that would appear in each production. It was understood by us kids
that the guy getting smacked around by Captain Marvel on a particular Saturday afternoon would
probably turn up on the receiving end of Rocket Man’s fists of fury the very next week. It was
almost comforting to see familiar faces return time and time again in everything from westerns to
sci-fi potboilers, smashed by the forces of Good every time.
My grandfather passed away in 1941 when I was six years old—a crushing blow, as he was
my very best buddy. My dad was also deeply affected by the loss. When Uncle Jess called from
California inviting him to come west and take advantage of the booming World War II job
market, my dad left Muskogee without regrets. My uncle was right about opportunities on the
West Coast; dad landed a job at the Lockheed plant and my mother and I followed him a year
later.
One of the first things I noticed once we got to our new home was that Burbank had a mindboggling FIVE theaters to choose from for Saturday afternoon entertainment. In Muskogee the
Major was the only game in town, but now I could make an entire day of watching movies,
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seeing a few cool serials at one theater and then walking up the block to see the latest horror
flick.
After a particularly intense afternoon double feature of “Frankenstein” and “Frankenstein
Meets the Wolf Man” I decided that I could figure out how they made Lon Chaney, Jr. look so
scary. Monster fan magazines didn’t exist yet, so I relied on sketches I made while the memory
of the Wolf Man was fresh in my head. Using white glue and sections of my mom’s wig—which
was, after all, perfect raw material for creating facial fur—I transformed myself into a vision of
lupine terror. Well, at least my MOM was horrified.
It was around this time that I discovered something amazing about our new home. I was
playing in my front yard when a car pulled up and out emerged a man instantly recognizable to
me as the “heavy” in so many Saturday afternoon Republic serials. I stood there, dumbstruck, as
the guy who battled Roy Rogers, went toe-to-toe with Gene Autry, and slugged it out with Zorro,
walked up to my neighbors front porch.
When he left, I sprinted next door to ask about their visitor. It turned out that my neighbor’s
daughter, Joyce, was secretary to Roy Barcroft, one of the screen’s great villains. She asked if I’d
like to meet him next time he stopped by. I managed to shout “OK!” in the calmest voice I could
muster under the circumstances.
A few days later, Roy was standing in my house saying, “Hi Bob.” I was thrilled to death.
“I’m working on a new serial,” he continued. “Would you like to come on the set with me?” That
same week Roy picked me up and we made the short trip to Republic Studios in Studio City—I
had no idea the movies were made right in my backyard!—and I was able to spend the entire day
watching cast and crew work on a fight scene on an office set for “The Purple Monster Strikes.”
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Right away I had an illusion blown; Roy got into his Purple Monster suit and came onstage,
followed by another actor, Fred Graham, who was dressed the same. “Who’s that guy?’ I asked.
That’s when Roy explained to me the concept of stuntmen—a devastating blow. So it wasn’t
really Crash Corrigan or Buster Crabbe or Tom Mix leaping from balconies and crashing through
strategically placed wooden crates? We had been duped all of this time? It took a long time to get
over that harsh reality.
That didn’t make my day on the set any less thrilling, though. The crew was set up for a
master shot, which, according to the time-tested and efficient Republic shooting system, meant
that two or three cameras were in place to capture the action as stunt stand-ins destroyed the set.
This was well-organized chaos; Republic’s ace serial director, Bill Witney, conceived the idea of
carefully choreographing battles, and intricate fights became Republic trademarks.
It was fascinating to see the process. A stunt coordinator worked out specific moves for
everyone involved in the melee, and, when the director called “action,” the stunt performers
quickly made wreckage of everything in sight, grappling and launching themselves with
seemingly reckless abandon. After we returned from lunch break, the set had been completely redressed with duplicate chairs and vases. Roy and his co-star, Dennis Moore, stepped in and
enacted the fight scene again, skipping the dangerous leaps and falls that were captured during
the morning shoot. The battle was shot in bits and pieces; not an ounce of wasted motion. The
crew obviously had the procedure down to a science and the entire sequence was finished that
day. I went home with stars in my eyes.
And as incredible as it was to see a movie being shot, it was even more exciting when “The
Purple Monster Strikes” premiered at the Magnolia Theater, right down the street from my
house. When I saw that familiar set and the fight unspool on the big screen my heart was
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pounding like a jackhammer—I was there! I saw that scene shot! Suddenly there seemed to be a
bridge between my humdrum life and the exciting, wonderful fantasy world of movies.
I began to see that living in Burbank would offer many such connections. My friend and
classmate, Sonny Burman, and I would hang around his father Ellis’s shop after school watching
him work. Ellis Berman was a special effects technician who had worked on movies like “The
Ghost of Frankenstein,” and “The Wolfman.” Fortunately, he was also a patient and
accommodating man who withstood my near-incessant questions about the films he’d been
involved with and how he created the masks and props.
Ellis had in his shop some monster movie photos, and Sonny told me they were from the
studio publicity departments. I began my lifelong collection of stills and publicity shots that
evening by writing to Universal’s press office—they sent me two photos of Boris Karloff made
up as the Frankenstein monster—and my collection has grown steadily since then. {THE
FOLLOWING MAY BE CAPTION} Since many of the studios didn’t bother to maintain their
own library of stills, my collection has become quite a busy resource for persons and
organizations who are involved in projects concerning science fiction and monster movie history.
Ellis Berman also set me on the road to my prop collection. He had on a shelf in his office
the silver wolf’s head cane ornament that Sir John Talbot used to slay his son, Larry, the tragic
carrier of the Werewolf curse in “The Wolfman.” Ellis had created the prop, and I spent many,
many afternoons quietly staring at it. One day he said to me, “You really like that thing, don’t
you?” Like it? I LOVED that cane head; it was a real, physical object that had actually been used
in one of my favorite movies. “It’s yours. Go ahead and take it,” he said. I was excited, to say the
least! I took it home and put it in a place of honor—thus began my lifetime occupation as
custodian of treasures from sci-fi and monster movies.
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In 1948, Ellis Berman invited me to a location shoot in Palmdale for “Unknown Island,” a
low budget film being produced by a little studio ambitiously called Film Classics. Over the
preceding weeks I’d watched Ellis construct “Ceratosaur” dinosaur costumes for the movie, and
he knew I’d get a kick out of seeing the suits in action.
The three suits Burman created were made of canvas and covered with latex, and the stunt
man in each costume could wiggle the head and operate the mouth by manipulating rods and
wires. The little arms could do little more than wiggle as the stuntmen lumbered blindly about;
there were no eyeholes. These stiff, awkward contraptions were probably the most
uncomfortable monster suits ever made.
Palmdale in those days was a desert area, and the mercury crept up over 100 degrees on the
day I watched filming. I was in shirtsleeves and sweating buckets; the guys in the unventilated
dinosaur costumes were broiling. Whenever they needed to rest—which was often—the
“Ceratosaurs” had to lean against a crewmember in a manner that looked for all the world like
some sort of cross-species mating ritual. The exhaustion was so bad that, as they filmed a scene
where actor Barton MacLane lobs hand grenades at the dinosaurs, one of the stuntmen fainted
dead away. The penny-pinching director never even considered a re-take, and the fall can
actually be seen in the final print.
I’d soon see that not all film sets were so stingy. In 1949 another schoolmate of mine,
knowing I was very interested in science fiction, told me his dad was a grip on the “Destination
Moon” production and that I could come with him after school to visit the set. What a break!
This was an experience much, much different than the Palmdale shoot. “Destination Moon”
was Hollywood’s ambitious first attempt at an adult space-travel movie—it was written by
science fiction author Robert Heinlein, and celebrated astronomical artist Chesley Bonestell was
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commissioned to create designs and paintings for state-of-the-art authenticity—so the studio
went to enormous expense to make sure everything that appeared onscreen looked plausible. We
entered the largest soundstage at General Service Studios and I was immediately chilled to my
toes with excitement—and chilled LITERALLY as well, since the entire building was
refrigerated to the extent that crew members were walking around in overcoats. The actors wore
bulky red, yellow and blue spacesuits that were padded with insulation to give the impression
that they were inflated with oxygen, and the helmets had no holes through which built-up body
heat could escape. They fried in their costumes under the big, powerful lights needed for
Technicolor while everyone else on the periphery of the set shivered.
I was dressed for a typical 75-degree California day but too busy taking it all in to feel cold.
The set was breathtaking and completely enveloping. We stood on the edge of an utterly
convincing moonscape, from sand and rocks on the ground to a starry cyclorama above—nothing
like the sterile blue screen stages used today where everything is added in post-production and
the actors have to imagine their surroundings. I was even able to meet director George Pal, who
greeted us warmly and made me feel like I was welcome. He’d later become a dear friend.
Everyone on the set looked very busy so I tried not to ask too many questions, but I was able
to learn that each individual “star” on the huge cyclorama above the landscape was actually an
automobile headlight bulb, and that every single one of them—they were countless in
number—had to be fitted with a small green gel to avoid red auras when photographed.
That little tidbit of information made a strong impression. It occurred to me that even an
unskilled guy like myself could do the kind of grunt work generated by a production of this size.
Though I couldn’t create pieces of prop art like Ellis Burman, I’d could surely tote around a
ladder and screw in tiny lightbulbs all day if it meant being part of this incredible dream factory.
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That experience was the final straw—I had to get involved with fantasy moviemaking even if
it meant making movies in my own backyard.

SIDEBAR
The Cliffhanger World of Republic Serials
In light of today’s Brobdingnagian film budgets, the phenomena of chapter-play
movies—or serials—that flourished from the 1920’s through the 1950’s is truly an
artifact of a much different era.
Serials were short films that consisted of 12 to 15 chapters generally clocking in
at 15 minutes each. The chapters were played before the main feature at Saturday
matinees across America, and every episode ended with the prospect of inescapable
doom for one or more of the Good Guys. Protagonists regularly found themselves
trapped in a plane plummeting from the sky, running from a wall of water flooding a
tunnel, or stomping furiously on ineffective brakes as their vehicle sails off a
distinctly Californian cliff. Rapt audiences would have to wait until next week’s
installment to see how things worked out. Cheaply made and nearly ritualized in
format, serials could be counted upon by action-seeking kids for straight-ahead thrills
and a minimum of icky romantic subplots.
While serials of varying quality were reliable cash generators for studios like
Columbia, Universal, Mascot and a host of independents, the undisputed king of the
form was Republic Pictures, formed in 1935 as the result of a four-studio merger.
Republic took no chances with their time-tested formula and created each of their 66
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chapterplay features from a stock toolkit. The first episode would run longer than the
rest in order to introduce the characters and basic plot. Subsequent chapters followed
a template beginning with the “overlap,” or repeated footage from the end of the
previous chapter; next came the “takeout,” or escape from the previous week’s peril;
following closely would be “middle action,” the big fight or chase that fell about
halfway through the episode; lastly, more exposition leading to the “cliffhanger.”
Writers worked year-round and devoted almost exactly three months to each serial,1
concocting tales from ingredients that invariably included a hero, a “brains heavy”
(lead villain), the“pinhead” or “dog heavy” (the villain’s chief accomplice), and, most
importantly, as much stock footage as they could incorporate. Entire storylines were
fabricated from film of explosions, plane crashes, bursting dams, stampeding wildlife,
and collapsing buildings that could be used over and over again.
Even costumes were recycled; Roy Barcroft gets back into his “Purple Monster
Strikes” tights for 1952’s Commando Cody serial “Radar Men From the Moon,” and
the flying suit employed by Commando Cody is itself shared—among three different
actors—with Rocketman in “Radar Men from the Moon,” and “King of the
Rocketmen,” which inaugurated the character in 1949.
An oft-noted trademark of Republic serials is the fact that, even after multiple
vicious uppercuts from the likes of Captain Marvel or Spy Smasher, the bad guys’
snap-brim hats would remain firmly on their heads. This was no accident; the
performers wore chin straps to keep them in place, all the better to camouflage the
presence of stunt doubles.
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POSSIBLE CAPTION: The work of master stuntmen like David Sharp, who
choreographed and performed in hundreds of onscreen fistfights, made each Republic
battle a thrilling trademark centerpiece. Republic took to hiring actors on the basis of
their physical resemblance to Sharp since he would double them for stunts and fights.
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CHAPTER TWO

When we first met, Lionel Comport surely had no idea that his acquaintance with me would
lead to spending hours with lettuce on his face.
Lionel came to my junior high from a Catholic school, and as a gangly, spectacled new kid
he was the target of older bullies. I was picked on quite a bit as well, so I sort of took him under
my wing—though, at over 6 feet tall, Lionel became my bodyguard of sorts as we entered high
school. Like many people in Burbank, he was peripherally involved with film production; his
father owned and operated the Movie Ranch, a “zoo” of domesticated animals that studios would
rent for scenes that called for chickens, cows, horses, sheep and the like.
Though he didn’t necessarily share my mania for filmmaking and science fiction, Lionel was
game for anything fun. My parents were part of a camera club where they would get together and
write a story, then film it using each other as cast and crew. I decided Lionel and I could be
auteurs and use my dad’s camera to make a fun science fiction-type of movie complete with
special effects. I came up with a story called “The Alien,” wherein a scientist named Dr. Ecks
uses a “teleporter” to accidentally transport a strange being from another dimension into his
laboratory; I played “Om,” the alien, and Lionel portrayed the scientist. I wore makeup to
exaggerate my brow and point my ears, and we created some simple visual effects right in the
camera.
The first one was so fun that we made a movie called “The Monster” very soon afterward.
This effort was very much in the “Ghost of Frankenstein” mode, and I created a makeup for
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Lionel using the best materials I had access to; in this case, lettuce glued on with spirit gum and
covered with greasepaint. To say that he was a patient and tolerant friend is the understatement
of all time. In exchange for his lettuce-induced agony, Lionel got to destroy the set for the film's
climax. I’m sure he was able to derive a measure of satisfaction—or revenge—through that!
It was around this time that I met the most important person in my life, Kathy. She sat in
front of me in a summer school typing class—I was in it to graduate early, Kathy attended
because she was bored—and I made an impression on her when the teacher told us to “throw the
carriage.” For some reason, mine detached from the typewriter and sailed across the room. It
looked like schtick, but I honestly had no intention of causing a calamity. My fellow pupils
laughed; the teacher did not.
Not long afterward a girlfriend of Kathy’s invited her to someone’s house for the “world
premiere” of our movies, “The Alien” and “The Monster.” Kathy decided to attend, under the
impression that I was the guy in her typing class with a sense of humor.
Perhaps emboldened by the fact that we’d just screened our masterworks, I went ahead and
asked her out that day to Bob’s Big Boy—and she accepted. She was fourteen and I was
eighteen; by the time she was sixteen we were engaged and we married the year after that. I
knew I had to move fast before she realized the truth about that carriage return.

Beside getting me a date, the little movies I’d made with Lionel also won us sufficient
notoriety for the local Monterey Avenue School PTA to ask us to prepare a short safety
presentation for their Founder’s Day meeting. Naturally, I figured out a way to bring the science
fiction element into our skit. I immediately envisioned a courageous space traveler as our
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protagonist, and all I needed was a sufficiently stalwart-sounding name. Although plenty of kids
called me “Flash Burns”—a play on civil defense atomic bomb propaganda of the day; “beware
of flash burns”— I didn’t think that moniker was mysterious enough. I ended up using a name
I’d written on one of my many doodles years earlier: Major Mars.
A few years previous my aunt and I had built a red spacesuit based on the ones I saw while
visiting the “Destination Moon” set. She did a great job; I wore the suit as the title character in
“The Alien,” and I’d press the costume into service again for Major Mars. A toy Space Patrol
bubble helmet, face-concealing surplus-store gas mask and mukluk snow boots completed the
outfit. Lionel again played a scientist, and we delivered a tight five-minute skit outlining the
overwhelming benefits of pedestrian safety—and went over well, if I do say so myself.
My next performing opportunity came when a co-worker at CBS, where I worked as an
usher, introduced me to the manager of the Fox Theater in Venice, California. He wanted to add
a “spook show” element to his midnight horror movie programs and I gladly volunteered to
lumber up and down the aisle in a Don Post Frankenstein mask, illuminated by a strobe-like
“lightning” reel projected on the movie screen—a cheap effect, but sufficiently scary to a crown
of teens and pre-teens jacked up on soda and candy bars. {insert SPOOK SHOW sidebar}
After a few of the monster performances, I suggested to the manager that we bring my
character, Major Mars, to the popular Saturday Matinees. TV hadn’t yet taken over, and parents
could still drop their kids off at the local theater and know they’d be there, safe and entertained,
for three or four hours. You’d have cartoons, serial chapters, and a space opera or horror flick on
the program—the whole thing. The manager agreed that a live host would fit right in.
So, starting in 1952, each Saturday afternoon saw me onstage at the Fox theater as the mighty
and mysterious Major Mars. After two performances I was able to upgrade my headwear to an
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Air Force helmet that my uncle sent to me, but other than that my Major Mars outfit and schtick
remained more or less constant for the remainder of my run. We usually started with a movie or
serial chapter, then I would come onstage with a microphone and tell space stories. There was no
script—I’ve never worked well with scripts—and I would basically make it up on the spot. I’m a
big believer in audience participation, so I’d always make sure to build in a component for the
kids to take part. I’d say, “Today I’m going to tell you about my experiences fighting the
Martians on Venus, so here’s what I’m gonna do: When I say I fire my ray gun, it goes
BZZZZZT—and I want all of you kids to do that. When I say my ship takes off, it goes
BGGGGSSSHHH—you all come in on that.” I made up five or six simple sounds that would
come up at certain points in my story. And when I’d point my ray gun or activate the rockets, the
theater went nuts.
I started augmenting my stories with contests where kids could win small prizes, including
gift certificates from local merchants and free passes to next week’s show. I kept each game as
simple as possible—eating crackers and trying to be the first to whistle, for example—because I
realized how important it was to give kids a chance to come out on top. The littlest kid who
couldn’t swing a bat could be the big winner in a race to pop a balloon on Saturday afternoon in
front of all of his or her peers.
My weekly Major Mars appearances, already popular, gained an even larger following after
an executive from the Revell Model Kit Company attended a show with his kids. Captivated by
the size and enthusiasm of the crowd, he met with the theater manager and proposed that Major
Mars give away model kits and tie-in to Revell—a great promotion for the local model company
and a substantial boost for the Fox Theater box office. Soon, hundreds of kids carried Official
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Revell-Major Mars Club membership cards in their back pockets—and I was able to amass a
pretty nice collection of models.
I retired the Major Mars character after two years of Saturday afternoons in the helmet and
space suit. Kids were starting to stay home with the TV and I was simply running out of steam. It
also didn’t help that very few new kid-orientated films were being produced in the mid-fifties.
Was this the end of Major Mars? Had the stalwart defender of intergalactic goodness finally
been vanquished? If you know your Republic Serials, you’ll also know to stay tuned….

SPOOK SHOW SIDEBAR (illustrated with Spook Show handbills)
When we were kids, my friend Lionel and I were constantly on the lookout for a
garish newspaper notice that announced the engagement of another midnight spook
show at the local theater. The ads were great: “All New Triple Terror Show!”
“Teeming With Screaming Thrills!” “In Person and ON A RAMPAGE!” Who could
resist? The theaters were always jam-packed when a spook show was booked, even if
the movie accompanying it was awful. Elaborate productions traveled a nationwide
circuit, and some operators even “bicycled” more than one unit between towns.
The classic spook show was hosted by a “Ghostmaster,” usually with a great
name like “Ray-Mond,” “Dr. Ogre Banshee” or “Dr. Zomb,” just to name a few. A
few magic tricks and short skits led to the climax of the evening, which was the
terrifying blackout. At a significant moment, the theater would be thrown into total
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darkness as all kinds of spooky phosphorous manifestations appeared all around the
stunned audience.
There were two basic approaches to the blackout. Some Ghostmasters used the
power of suggestion to create perfect conditions for the inevitable jokers in the
audience to work as unwitting assistants. They’d say, “You may feel a cold touch on
your shoulder—but DON’T TURN AROUND for it may be an angry spirit.” Once
the lights went out and the apparitions began, you could be assured that various
tricksters would go ahead and lightly touch the people seated in front of them. Wet
mop strings would drop from the ceiling and kids would squeal as they felt “gore”
land on their head and shoulders. I remember one show where puffs of air from hoses
suspended over the audience produced shivers and shrieks.
The second approach was used by Dr. Silkini, the Ghostmaster I remember best.
Silkini and his assistant, Igor, would assemble arms, legs, a head and a torso on a
shallow table, finally covering everything with a white sheet. While eerie music
played and “lightning” flashed on the screen behind him, the sheet would slowly rise
and the audience would scream as it fell away to reveal a Frankenstein monster. Then
Igor would lead the monster off the stage and into the front row of the audience where
he picked up a “volunteer” from the audience, who was carried onstage and strapped
to an operating table with a white bag over his head. Proclaiming that his monster
“needs a fresh brain,” Silkini would begin to “decapitate” the victim with a knife; the
girls in the audience wailed as “blood” began to stain the tablecloth. Then, the
monster would grab the newly severed head and start down the stage steps into the
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terrified audience. That was the cue for lights out, and everyone would go nuts in the
dark theater.
When I was approached to play the Mummy for a show at an L.A. theater, I
suppose I took the job because I wanted to be a part of that Ghostmaster tradition.
However, what happened that day—it was an afternoon show—is a pretty convincing
illustration of why spook shows and blackouts are a thing of the past.
It was 1962, and already the classic spook shows were just a memory. Every once
and a while a theater would book a has-been magician and trot out some poor schlub
in a monster suit, but the experience was a mere shadow of the “good old days.” For a
showing of “Abbott and Costello Meet the Mummy,” I was the poor schlub in the
mummy suit, because the manager of the theater—located in a pretty rough section of
L.A.—was a friend. For the show I laid “dead” in a sarcophagus-type of thing, and
my friend explained to the audience that he was going to give me some tana leaf
fluid, which, as all horror fans know, brings the Mummy to life. The idea was that I
“arise” and throttle him, and when he limply hits the ground I turn and head for the
audience. Then the blackout comes and I’m out of there.
Unfortunately, the man at the light switch missed his cue, and as I lumbered
forward, mustering as much menace as I could, I found myself one row into the
audience, then two rows, then five rows… I was surrounded. Then the lights went out.
In the pitch black, I could hear all around me murmurs of “Get the Mummy!”
“Where is he? Bash ‘em!” I started to sweat bad; I couldn’t move forward, I couldn’t
move back, I’ve got one eye exposed through the mask and one arm is taped to my
body—a sitting duck. When I felt a hand grab my shoulder, I thought it was all over.
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Luckily, it was one of the neighborhood toughs that the theater manager had hired for
$10 and planted in the audience to “protect the Mummy at all costs.” (Or at least $10
worth.) The guy said, “Come on buddy, I’m gonna take care of you,” and he hustled
me toward the back exit as a full-scale riot erupted behind us.
The worse possible thing had happened—the power went out and the lights
wouldn’t go back on. No emergency lights, no lobby lights, just pitch black. When we
hit the door, all I could hear was ripping and tearing and screaming all around me. In
the time it took us to walk around to the front of the theater seven cop cars had
arrived and officers were wading into the riot swinging billy clubs. Kathy was at the
back of the theater and they’d gotten her out right away, but as she stood out in the
street and watched the destruction she was sure I was a goner.
After the crowd had dispersed we saw that they’d ripped up seats that were bolted
to the floor, broke every window in the place and demolished the concession stand. A
security guard had his head bashed pretty good, and one kid was sent to the hospital.
That was, of course, the last spook show that my friend ever attempted, and similar
incidents nationwide effectively ended the era of blackouts and live monster
appearances.
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CHAPTER THREE: Making Monsters
It’s funny how the course of your entire life can be shaped by seemingly inconsequential
decisions and chance events.
Just such an episode occurred for Kathy and I around 1954 or 1955. We attended a meeting
of the local science fiction club to hear the featured speaker, Ray Bradbury. He had just finished
the screenplay for “Moby Dick” and was going to discuss the process of working on that rather
ill-fated film (which I loved, by the way). During a break in the presentation, Kathy and I
somehow started talking with another couple, Paul and Jackie Blaisdell. I say “somehow”
because they were both fairly introspective folks who didn’t mix regularly with other people, and
our conversation started mainly because they happened to be seated right next to us.
For some reason, however, all four of us clicked really well. Paul, it turned out, was a
technical illustrator who was doing science fiction artwork for some of the magazines I regularly
read; titles like “Spaceway,” “Other Worlds,” and “The Magazine of Fantasy and Science
Fiction.” He also liked to write science fiction stories—my kind of guy!
But the kicker was yet to come. As our conversation developed, Paul mentioned that he’d
recently been contacted to create a monster for a movie about to be shot. If I was intrigued
before, I was ENRAPTURED at that point! When we parted ways at the end of the event, Paul
asked us to come up some time to their house in Topanga Canyon and he’d show us the little
alien he’d built for the project. A couple weekends later—after what I’d consider a polite
interlude—I gave him a call and we did just that. Their house was two hours away from us and
rather secluded; you actually had to cross a 100-foot suspension bridge over a creek-bed to get to
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their front door, and they were built hard into a near-vertical hillside. We traversed all of the
hazards successfully, however, and had a terrific time during that first visit.
Paul’s inaugural movie project came to him by way of his art agent, Forrest Ackerman. He
and Jackie, also a very talented artist, were commissioned to put together a miniature monster for
an American Releasing Corporation picture directed by Roger Corman. “All he has to do is point
a ray gun and fall over when he ‘dies’,” Paul related to me. “Doesn’t seem too complicated.”
What neither of us knew at the time was how “interesting” it could be to work for Roger
Corman and American Releasing Corporation (A.R.C.).
A.R.C. co-founder James Nicholson had an uncanny knack for dreaming up provocative
titles. True to their normal modus operendi, A.R.C. had pre-sold to exhibitors a film entitled
“The Beast With 1,000,000 Eyes,” complete with poster art and ad blurbs, before a single frame
of film had been shot. Corman and his partners were particularly pleased with this project
because the screenplay called for a monster that was an energy-based non-entity—in other
words, a way to exploit the emerging science fiction movie craze with no expensive special
effects bills. When the finished film was shown to potential exhibitors, however, they were not at
all pleased by the experience of sitting through 78 minutes of inane plot with no sign of a
monster anywhere. A.R.C.’s advance promotional artwork led them to expect something pretty
slick, and they were damned if they’d buy a movie with “beast” in the title but not on the screen.
Up against it, Corman contacted Forrest Ackerman, who he knew by his byline in numerous
science fiction magazines, to plumb his contacts in the business for someone who could create a
creature. Perhaps forgetting for a moment who he was dealing with, Ackerman first suggested
“Dynamation” animator Ray Harryhausen. The notion of paying the man who brought life to
“Mighty Joe Young” and “The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms” was, of course, ludicrous to budgetBOB's BASEMENT MANUSCRIPT © 1999 John Michlig • Page 26 of 119
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strapped Corman. Ackerman’s second suggestion was Jacques Fresco, who had created effects
for the 1953 film “Project Moonbase.” Alas, his asking price of $1,000 was beyond Corman’s
reach. Finally, Ackerman cut to the quick and asked just how much Corman was willing to spend
to salvage his movie. “I’m willing to go as high as $200,” he answered. Ackerman knew that no
professional would touch that measly paycheck.
However, Paul Blaisdell was a talented artist with no experience in motion picture work, so,
Ackerman correctly surmised, he may take the assignment on a lark. After asking for and getting
a copy of the script, Paul agreed to do the job if he could get an additional $200 for materials.
Corman really had no choice if he wanted to save his investment, so Paul had a whopping $400
to work with—minus Ackerman’s 10% agent commission.
“We figured for a couple of kids who had grown up in the ‘30s when everyone was making
model airplanes and kites and puppets, the assignment couldn’t be all that bad,2” Paul said. “The
script didn’t indicate anything complicated.” Of course, this was before Paul learned that what
you saw in an A.R.C. script usually had very little to do with what is actually filmed.
Since Corman gave Paul complete discretion over the look of the alien, he quickly decided
that a literal million-eyed creature was out of the question. It would be plausible, however, that
the “non-entity” Beast could see, hear and interact with other characters through an alien slave
body. Working first with sketches and finally sculpting the extraterrestrial in modeling clay, Paul
Blaisdell’s very first contribution to movies was born: an 18-inch hand puppet he nicknamed
“Little Hercules.” The alien featured a large “exposed brain” head and bat-like wings. Manacled
wrists illustrated its slave status and a jeweled pendant accessorized its uniform.
Little surprises began early. Paul was also asked to create a rocketship airlock door built to
the same scale as “Little Hercules,” and then an entire miniature ship for the film’s new
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conclusion. Paul delivered a meticulous egg-shaped craft—only to find that the film’s second
unit crew had already constructed a full size ship-section in the desert for insert shots. The
amalgamation of auto mufflers, an airplane nose cone and garbage cans did not resemble Paul’s
model, and he had to create a new miniature.
Actual filming of Paul’s handiwork was another headache. Paul was told to report to a studio
owned by Lou Place, de facto director of the film. Upon arriving with his miniatures, it was
obvious that “studio” was a stretch; they would be working in Place’s garage. Compounding the
cramped quarters was the fact that the shooting space was filled with expendable bodies. The
film’s crew were all impressed with Paul’s work and wanted to make sure they were involved in
some way with the shots of “Little Hercules” and the miniature spacecraft. Paul found that he
could barely manipulate his puppet in the small space provided by director’s hurried and harried
set-up, and his suggestion of retakes to allow for experimentation was ignored with a laugh. The
entire filming process took about ten minutes—Place was under enormous pressure, as Corman
was in a hurry to get his cobbled-together flick in the can and into the hands of his exhibitors.
Paul left the shoot with misgivings, but assumed “these guys must know what they’re doing.”
The Blaisdell’s barely had time to catch their breath before Corman—no doubt pleased with
the amount and quality of their work for a mere $400—threw another assignment at them.
A.R.C. felt that exploiting the country’s apprehensions about atomic testing in the USSR could
put some money into their pockets, and Jim Nicholson knew he had a can’t-miss title: “Day the
World Ended.” There was, of course, no script, but that never stopped A.R.C. before and it
certainly wouldn’t hinder their progress in this instance.
Though still a bargain basement production by mainstream Hollywood standards, A.R.C.
planned a budget several times that of their previous science fiction effort. For his part, Paul felt
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gratified that he was solicited for help on “Day the World Ended” at the very outset of the
picture’s production, even to the point of helping screenwriter Lou Rusoff resolve some story
issues in his tale of seven survivors struggling in a ravaged wasteland following World War III.
Rusoff was the brother-in-law of A.R.C. founder Samuel Z. Arkoff and responsible for writing
most of the studio’s original output.
I was surprised at how calmly Paul related another piece of news: In this film, he would not
only construct a life-sized mutant man-beast—he would actually portray the monster. He was
very nonchalant about it; “Well, Bob, it’s just cheaper and easier for me to tailor a suit to my
own dimensions. And anyway, no real actor wants to go onscreen swaddled in a creature-suit.”
Despite his indifference, I was thrilled for him.
Though working in a milieu wherein screenwriters, producers and directors alike gave very
little thought to the logical implications of what went onscreen, Paul liked to think through the
“science” of the creatures he designed. He sketched concept after concept for the new
creature—in this case attempting to account for various radioactivity and mutation issues—and
submitted each permeation to the A.R.C. braintrust of Roger Corman, Lou Rusoff, Sam Arkoff,
James Nicholson and producer Alex Gordon.
To illustrate the “capable hands” upon which Paul’s artistic vision depended, it should be
noted that producer Gordon met James Nicholson when he tried—unsuccessfully—to sell
Nicholson a script called “The Atomic Monster,” written by his roommate at the time, none other
than the illustrious Edward G. Wood, Jr. (The script was eventually produced as “Bride of the
Monster.”)
As the Blaisdell’s new project started up, Kathy and I accompanied them to a press screening
of ‘The Beast With 1,000,000 Eyes.” There, our education continued. The picture was, of course,
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fairly dreadful. Wooden acting, stilted dialogue—par for the course in a low budget A.R.C.
product. The real shock came when Paul’s alien appeared for the first time. Attempting to
camouflage director Place’s completely inappropriate camera angles, someone had superimposed
a spiral effect and huge floating eyeball over “Little Herc’s” scenes. The obscured scenes played
so quickly that none of Paul’s details—the wrist manacles, ray gun, bat wings, etc.—could be
discerned. When I glanced over at Paul as the movie unspooled, he kept looking straight at the
screen.
We watched the credits in silence. Lou Place’s name was nowhere to be found—we later
learned that he’d had his name removed from the project. (Paul needn’t worry about prideful
actions like that, as his name was nowhere to be found.) The house lights came up and we were
all the way out on the street before I could muster any kind of small talk.
“That was a disaster,” Paul finally said, shaking his head. Kathy and I did our best to reassure
him; “You came in at the end of the process. Things will be different on your next project now
that you’re involved early on.” Both Paul and Jackie looked unconvinced. The balance of that
particular evening was filled with awkward silences.
Paul and Jackie gamely continued work on their mutant monster costume for “Day the World
Ended” and resolved to do whatever they could—from their admittedly very low position on the
pecking order—to prevent poor choices from made this time around. Budget considerations were
restrictive enough without the added indignity of carelessness.
“Day the World Ended” would be directed by Roger Corman himself, and Paul soon found
that, even though Corman hadn’t directed many features before, his vision was writ in stone. On
one particular shooting day, Corman called over Paul and his star, Richard Denning, to explain a
scene he wanted wherein Denning would fire a gun at the monster from a few feet away. The
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monster—this time nicknamed “Marty the Mutant”—would use his superhuman strength and
speed to snatch the bullets out of the air.
Paul saw his chance. “I think we’re in danger of appearing ridiculous,” he said as politely as
he could. “It’s going to look sort of silly—I’ll look like I’m swatting flies.” Corman’s answer
was succinct; “I’m the director.” Unsaid, but explicitly understood, was an additional
admonishment; “… And you’re just a guy in a rubber suit who should feel lucky to have the
work.” The scene was filmed Corman’s way and included in the film. Rent the videotape and
you’ll see Paul dutifully swatting flies.
The Corman touch also produced some inspired visuals, though at the expense of Paul. I was
on location at Griffith Park when a fit of Corman’s spontaneity resulted in Paul flat on his back
with a fog machine hose snaking up the leg of his costume while sprinklers steadily doused him
with “rain”. The just-hatched idea was that the monster’s death scene would culminate in his
“disintegration.”
In fact, the slowly-escaping white fog created a fairly effective visual. Unfortunately for
Paul, the smoke was so thick inside the suit that he couldn’t see out of his small peep-hole, and
the foam rubber that made up 90% of the outfit was becoming laden with water to the point that
he couldn’t get up to get a clear breath. He raised his arm to alert the crew, but the movements
looked enough like monster death throes that Corman shouted encouragement from his position
behind the camera. It wasn’t until Jackie recognized Paul’s distress that the crew rushed into
action and helped Paul to a sitting position—whereupon rivers of water shot out of the openings
in his legs.
When “Day the World Ended” was ready for release, A.R.C.’s Arkoff and Nicholson decided
to send “Marty the Mutant” on tour as an attraction for the lobbies of theaters showing the film.
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The suit would be shipped from city to city and worn by some unfortunate local usher who
risked dismemberment at the hands of moviegoers anxious to wiggle “Marty’s” antennae or
snatch off a scale. After Marty’s first such appearance, Paul received a package in the mail
containing the tattered remains of his costume that he dutifully patched up and sent back out into
the world. He was supposed to get it back regularly for further repairs, but the last we heard of
“Marty,” he was on his way to Hong Kong and never returned. Lost or not, A.R.C. wrung
additional mileage from “Marty” by splicing footage of him into another of their flicks,
“Teenage Caveman.”
During this period Paul and Jackie began to work almost constantly for A.R.C. productions.
In September of 1955 Nicholson and Arkoff moved their offices to Sunset Blvd in LA, and they
were feeling confident enough to plan a release schedule all the way into 1957—a major step for
producers used to looking a week into the future. With so many science fiction and western films
coming from their own production company and lucrative deals with Montreal and England
widening their scope, A.R.C. was now much more than a “releasing” company. In 1956
Nicholson and Arkoff unveiled a new name to reflect the new direction: American International
Pictures.
At the same time, my wife Kathy and I became closer and closer friends with the Blaisdells.
Though Topanga, where they lived, was a long drive from our house, Kathy and I found
ourselves making the trip to the their place more and more. A.I.P.’s assembly line production
slate meant very little—if any—hiatus between projects, so the Blaisdells always seemed to have
a new monster of some sort inhabiting their home workshop. The days flew past quickly when
we were together, and each visit ended with Paul saying, “See you guys next weekend.”
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It was natural, then, for me to tag along with Paul on his movie gigs. My job at CBS allowed
for taking vacation time in one-day increments, so when he invited me to come with him to the
set of his next assignment, “It Conquered the World,” I jumped at the chance to get involved
with the process.
For this film, Paul was told by Nicholson to “make something that no one had seen before,
something really different.” He certainly delivered with “Beulah,” a giant crab-armed, cucumbershaped monstrosity. Beulah was built so Paul could operate it from inside, controlling arm and
facial movements.
Once again, Paul thought out the details when building his monster. “The writer wanted some
kind of creature that was pretty invulnerable and came from the planet Venus,” Paul later
explained. “At that time the belief about the physiognomy of Venus was that it was hot, humid,
conducive to plant life but not well suited to animal life.” With that in mind, Beulah was
conceived as a giant piece of intelligent vegetation equipped with small telekinetically-controlled
creatures that it could send out to handle the “hands-on” terrorizing and conquering details.
According to the script Beulah itself would remain stationary in a dark cave, ambulatory for only
a short scene which showed it slowly wading, partially concealed, through underbrush.
Again, director Roger Corman’s budget-minded, spontaneous style created inconsistencies
with Paul’s intent. On the day they were set up in Bronson Canyon to shoot the film’s climax,
which would feature a confrontation with Beulah inside its cave hideaway, Corman suddenly
decided that the monster would exit the cave and make its final stand in the light of day.
Paul was beside himself. “I have casters on the monster so I can move him from set-up to setup—those tiny wheels aren’t made for on-camera moves. And I made the creature to inhabit the
shadows. It’ll look ridiculous in the light of day!”
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Legend has it that Corman issued a characteristic edict along the lines of “I paid for a
monster, so by God we’re going to see it!” More plausible, however, is Paul’s recollection of that
afternoon; the battery for the generator, which powered the lights, had died and no one brought a
spare. Rather than wait for a replacement to arrive, Corman went full speed ahead. The onscreen
result, a seven-foot scowling cucumber creeping over uneven ground in broad daylight, lives on
as one of the most goofy moments in film history.
“It” had barely wrapped before Paul was invited to create a new creature, this time a member
of the fairer sex.
For “The She Creature,” Paul was charged with designing and building another full-size
monster outfit. In pre-production meetings everyone and their brother had a concept they wanted
him to include in his visualization of the creature, and he nodded studiously as they shared their
grand visions. He knew by now, though, that most grand flashes of brilliance lobbed at him over
a conference table would be forgotten the minute the meeting adjourned—and, worse, most of
the suggested details that he implemented would be second-guessed in the light of day. Paul
wisely stuck to the script for his inspiration.
The “She Creature” costume, dubbed “Cuddles,” took eight weeks to complete. This monster
would be called upon to do things no previous A.I.P. monster had to do, and Paul made the
costume suitably flexible and resilient—in fact, “Cuddles” would prove durable enough to
appear in three subsequent A.I.P. features.
On the night Paul finished his creation and tried it on I commemorated the occasion with
35mm shots, some in 3D, shot around his property. It was his idea to take a walk down one of
Topanga Canyon’s desolate roads while in costume, waiting for the headlights of an
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unsuspecting motorist. Needless to say, we gave someone quite a story that night. >PREVIOUS
CAPTION MAY BE caption to picturse<
The director this time out was Eddie Cahn, a seasoned veteran who always came fully
prepared and well-versed in the shooting script. With ever-present pipe clenched between his
teeth, Cahn would be up and pointing to another spot on the ground for the camera while the
echo of the previous scene’s “Cut!” still hung in the air. Cahn took immense pride in the amount
of set-ups he could accomplish in a single shooting day. Also, it was Cahn’s suggestion that
“Cuddles” be given a long tail, and he sent Paul back to the shop to endow the She Creature
with, as he put it, “bigger boobs.” Thus was born Hollywood’s first voluptuous monster.
The A.I.P. crew, by this time, was a well-oiled machine and accustomed to working with one
another. I watched, amazed, as they’d tear through forty set-ups in a single day. Often Cahn
would have to be asked to repeat an instruction—the combination of his pipe-clenched teeth and
English accent often made him unintelligible—but, other than that, the five days that Paul and I
spent on set were remarkably stress-free and relaxed. It was fun watching Paul, who was fast and
furious with the off-camera quips, give actress Marla English a case of the giggles when he
loomed over her as “Cuddles.”
While Paul was a bit disappointed that Cahn’s sprint-like production style precluded the
exploitation of some of his costumes ingenious features, he couldn’t be happier that, in this case,
his director stuck to the script and didn’t spring any on-set surprises on him. Still, five days in a
72-pound outfit—plus nightly repairs after each day’s shooting—wore Paul to a frazzle. When
the film wrapped, he was ready to relax.
The speed with which A.I.P. could package a feature was astounding. Within a couple weeks,
“The She Creature” was released on a double bill with “It Conquered the World.” Paul and
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Jackie had just barely been able to dry out the seawater-drenched “Cuddles” costume when Jim
Nicholson asked him to do an appearance on an L.A. television show—not as himself, but in
character as the She Creature.
Too pooped to take on the extracurricular activity, but loath to let down Nicholson, Paul
turned to me. “Bob, I just can’t stomach lumbering around in that damn suit anymore. It feels
like we just finished filming yesterday. Do you want to go in my place?”
After watching from the sidelines for so long I felt like the coach had tapped me to go in for
the quarterback—of COURSE I’d step in.
There were actually two shows that the She Creature was to appear on, “Quinn’s Corner” and
“Campus Club,” and both were taped in the CBS Building where I worked. Lionel Comport
acted as my assistant and made sure I got my head screwed on right and all my zippers secure in
the film library-dressing room. We caused a stir when walking down the hall in search of a soda
machine.
“Quinn’s Corner” was a breeze. We opened with the host, Louis Quinn (who would later be
well-known as “Roscoe” on “77 Sunset Strip”) sitting at his desk welcoming the viewing
audience, unaware of my approach as the She Creature. After his surprise, we discussed the pros
and cons of horror films and monster-hood. He sympathized with the fact that the monster rarely
comes out on top.
“Campus Club” was a different situation entirely. Hosted by Gene Norman, this live show
had an in-studio audience of school kids that he wanted to surprise with an appearance by the
She Creature. They were surprised all right—as soon as I stepped out onto the set I saw a wall of
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kids rushing toward me, anxious to see the monster up close. I was sure they’d drive me right
through the backdrop, scales and all!
Norman quickly restored order and the show got down to fun and games. “Cuddles” joined a
marshmallow eating contest, and, as a tribute to my eating skill as much as Paul’s flexible
costume design, I won first prize—a pair of tickets to a showing of “The She Creature.” I
indignantly growled and gave them to the runner-up.
When all was said and done I was in the suit for over four hours, drenched with sweat and
three pounds lighter. It probably would have been a miserable experience for Paul, but I loved it.
In fact, I asked him if I could have “Cuddles” for an extra day or so I could show the outfit to a
neighbor who’d asked to see it. At about 9 p.m. I suited up and began the short walk to his
house. On the way there I came around a corner and ran smack dab into a little girl who looked
to be all of seven years old. Before I could say anything she let out a screech and ran back the
way she came. She was so shook that she tripped over a curb and chipped her two front teeth on
the sidewalk. I yanked off the mask as quickly as I could and approached her gingerly, all the
while thinking, “Uh-oh—lawsuit city!” I helped her home and her parents, well acquainted by
now with the fact that I had “weird friends in show biz,” answered the door without batting an
eye. I apologized profusely, but the mother told me not to worry about it.
“She’s been defying us lately, sneaking out of her room at night,” she explained. “We told
her that if she kept it up one day she was going to run into the devil.”
So I didn’t get sued, but I’m certain that little girl now has agoraphobia.
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The most fun I had working with Paul began when Jim Nicholson suggested to Blaisdell that
they create something evocative of the old sci-fi pulps they both treasured as kids.
“I’d just love to do a picture with one of those classic Martians,” he explained. “You know,
the kind with the enormous head and little tiny body, and he doesn’t worry about a thing; you
just look like you’re going to hurt him and he points a finger at you and goes BRZZT –and
you’ve had it!” Paul knew exactly what he meant, and the two spent quite a bit of time
brainstorming ideas for visuals. Nicholson, as per usual, had a great title already dreamed up:
“Invasion of the Saucer Men.”
Of course, A.I.P.’s budget precluded swarms of beady-eyed aliens making landfall on a
major US city, so Nicholson and Blaisdell agreed that Paul and Jackie would create four
extraterrestrials and two flying saucers, plus various head and claw close-up gags. Paul felt that
the job was not only manageable but had the potential for real fun.
His mood was dampened early, however, when he presented his first Saucer Men heads to
Nicholson and co-producer Robert J. Gurney, Jr. The fruition of Nicholson’s and Blaisdell’s idea
of a classic pulp magazine aliens didn’t sit well with Gurney; he stated forcefully that the heads
were way too big and therefor unusable. Nicholson didn’t fight Gurney’s opinion, so Paul went
back to the workshop and “shrunk” the Martian’s craniums by slicing a wedge from the rear of
each head and meticulously pulling the opening closed, decreasing each heads hat size
considerably.
Eddie Cahn helmed the seven-day shoot, 98% of which took place on a very large soundstage
complete with police station, café and farmer’s house. Despite its low budget, “Invasion of the
Saucer Men” exudes a polished sheen due in large part to the fact that all of the “outdoor” night
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night location footage that mars many productions (including “I Was a Teenage Werewolf,” the
picture that shared a double bill with “Saucer Men.”)
Because the title characters were literally “little green men,” little people were hired to play
the Saucer Men ([COULD BE CAPTION] Never hamstrung by reality, A.I.P.’s striking poster
for the film depicted towering Martians carrying off a damsel in distress). Performers Angelo
Rossito (who worked with director Tod Browning in MGM’s “Freaks”), Eddie Gibbons, Dean
Neville and Lloyd Dixon suited up as the invasion force of four, bravely maneuvering around the
soundstage with giant top-heavy domes on their shoulders.
My big screen debut was made possible after Paul demonstrated his “hypodermic fingernail”
creation on me for a reluctant Lyn Osborne, whose character gets zapped by a Saucer Man. The
aliens, you see, were equipped with retractable needles in their hands that delivered knockout
doses of alcohol. “Doesn’t hurt a bit, does it, Bob?” Paul asked. I shook my head, but Osborne,
unconvinced, said, “Fine, then YOU do it.” Eddie Cahn simply shrugged his shoulders and told
us we’d have to deal with it during insert shooting.
Paul, Jackie and I were to get all of the “insert” AND miniature special effects sequences,
including my stand-in stint, in a single day. ONE DAY for EVERYTHING. There were no
“dailies” (screenings of the previous days shooting) and no chance for retakes—whatever we got
in one session was what would go in the final film.
For miniature shots of the Saucer Man spacecraft that Paul built, a fishpole and wire set-up
made for convincing fly-bys and landings that Paul practiced for days leading up to the shoot.
Unfortunately, the designated special effects man, who I’ll refer to, for proprieties sake, as “Mr.
X”, decided that Paul should limit himself to building props and monsters; Mr. X, as arbitrarily
titled “special effects” person, would be the pilot. (Paul’s title on “Saucer Men” was “technical
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effects.”) Not only that, Mr. X discarded Paul’s carefully prepared miniature landing site—a
“union problem,” he explained—for something he created himself right in front of us; a chunk of
plywood with brush and dirt—he pulled ferns from right outside the stage door—stapled and
glued onto it.
As the shot was being set up, cameraman Howard Anderson—who shared the “special
effects” title in the films credits, by the way—noticed how clumsily Mr. X was handling the
spacecraft via Paul’s wire and pole set-up. Anderson wisely decided to overcrank the film to
slow the image down, thereby smoothing the craft’s trajectory a bit. The resultant slow-motion
footage dampened Mr. X’s clumsy maneuvering, but, unfortunately, also messed up the strobe
effect Paul built into the spaceship via rotating mirrors in its dome.
Paul had created a cardboard model of the Martian spaceship for its onscreen explosive
destruction, adding extra details to the interior—computer consoles and other electronic
gadgets—that would briefly expose themselves during a controlled blast. We watched as Mr. X
loaded the ship with gunpowder … and more gunpowder, and more gunpowder, until Paul had to
step in and warn him that there was simply too much in there. Of course, Mr. X refused to listen,
and I followed Paul’s lead as he prepared a plywood “fort” in the corner of the studio for us to
hide in. Predictably, the explosion blew model parts—and Paul’s details—past the camera with
far too much velocity to be seen. In fact, try as we might, we never were able to locate all of the
models pieces in the studio. When Mr. X finally got tired and left the studio, Paul, Jackie and I
got the rest of our shots done with the invaluable assistance of Howard Anderson.
One of the more elaborate set-ups we were able to do without interference involved a Saucer
Man’s encounter with a bull, resulting in a bloodily gouged eye for the unfortunate Martian. To
get the shot Paul positioned himself behind a Saucer Man head with a Hershey’s Syrup-filled
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grease gun mounted in the eye. As I rammed a pole-mounted prop bull head into the Martian’s
orb, he let loose a gush of simulated blood—a gory success!
Outdoor shots of the bull attempting to throw a bronco-busting Saucer Man dummy were
done on a earlier at Lionel Comport’s Movie Ranch using his Brahma bull—not a match for the
in-studio prop, but who would notice?—made suitably ornery by use of a rodeo “bucking burr.”
To film the bull succumbing to a Martian injection, the animal was actually drugged; you can see
his eyes roll in the film. In 1957, the SPCA wasn’t a factor in most film production.
TEXT FOR WAH CHANG PICTURES/SECTION
During our marathon one-day effects shoot for “Invasion of the Saucer Men,” an
effects artist named Wah Ming Chang was using the same studio to create a shot of a
large, drooling scorpion head for animation pioneer Willis O’Brien’s last film, “The
Black Scorpion.” He’d forgotten an ear syringe that he needed in order to make his
monster “drool.” Paul had two, so he gave Wah one to keep.
Wah was and is an extremely humble person despite his prodigious talents. I met him
again in the late 60s while doing a CBS segment on Project Unlimited, the effects
company he ran along with partners Gene Warren and Tim Barr. I was amazed at what I
learned about his background; at an age when most kids were just learning to color inside
the lines, child prodigy Wah was having his artwork exhibited in major galleries. At age
16 he was designing sets for the Hollywood Bowl. Wah eventually became known as a
master of nearly all manner of artistic expression, whether it be drawing, painting,
sculpture or conceptual design. In his early 20s he created intricate articulated models for
Disney animators to use as guides on films like “Bambi” and “Pinocchio.” He built the
miniature Time Machine prop used in the film of the same name, and shared the 1960
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Oscar for the effects on that film with Gene Warren and Tim Barr. The impossibly
beautiful headdress Elizabeth Taylor wears during her entrance into Rome in “Cleopatra”
is Wah’s handiwork.
He also did groundbreaking work for TV’s “The Outer Limits,” and “Star Trek.” For
the latter, he created familiar sci-fi aliens like the “Salt Monster,” “Talosians,” “Gorn,”
“Balok,” and “Tribbles.” He designed and built now-classic Trek hardware like the
Communicator, Tricorder, Spock’s “Vulcan Harp,” and the Romulan Warship, and he
manufactured Phasers and other intricate props used on the series.
He is so prolific that, to this day, I STILL discover something else he’s created every
time I talk to him.
And he accomplished so much while challenged with polio, which struck him when
he was 23 years old. Wah has been an inspiration to me as long as I’ve known him, and
remains a treasured friend to this day. He’s currently very excited about what his new
computer can do, constantly encouraging me to follow his lead into the digital frontier.
He’ll never stop learning new skills!

In a fit of self-awareness nearly unheard of in the world of low-budget filmmaking, James
Nicholson and Eddie Cahn decided in mid-stream that “Invasion of the Saucer Men” would
actually play better if they approached it with a sense of humor. After all, two of the
stars—rubber-faced Lyn Osborne and impressionist Frank Gorshin—were comedic talents who
could easily deliver laughs. Added narration by Osborne, who also gave voice to the Saucer
Men, started and ended the film with a perfect tongue-in-cheek attitude. Paul was charged with
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creating cartoonish illustrations for the main titles, and he ended up contributed far more by
crafting an entire book containing the titles, the cover of which is finally closed at the end of the
picture by—surprise!—a Saucer Man hypo-hand.
Paul and I were disappointed to see that a great many of his best effects sequences were
trimmed out of the final edit—our “eye goring” scene was deemed too graphic, for example, and
minimized—but the end result was a science fiction/monster/teen flick with a sense of humor,
which, in that era, was very rare indeed. Paired with “I Was a Teenage Werewolf” the double bill
did enormous business, and “Invasion of the Saucer Men” remains a cult favorite to this day.
Spurred on to a great extent by promises made by A.I.P. that the small paydays Paul faced on
the “front end” of his movie work would be taken care of in the form of royalties and larger
checks as A.I.P. grew, the Blaisdells (Jackie began to get her deserved film credit by now)
continued to toil for films like “Attack of the Puppet People,” “Earth vs. the Spider,” and, in a
roundabout manner, “How to Make a Monster.” The latter film’s storyline purports to show
A.I.P. “behind the scenes,” complete with footage of “studio tours.” In reality, American
International Pictures didn’t own a single soundstage, much less a studio complex; they rented
all of the stages and locations they used. Paul’s contribution was limited to the presence of some
of his creations in the film’s fiery finale. In the background you can see the heads for the She
Creature and Saucer Men, as well as the remains of “Beulah” from “It Conquered the World.”

The last movie that I helped Paul with was “It! The Terror From Beyond Space,” a film many
say influenced “Alien” in terms of atmosphere and plot. Independent producer Robert E. Kent set
up the project at United Artists, and he brought the A.I.P. team of Eddie Cahn and Paul into the
production.
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The movie faced a bit of a problem right at the outset, and that problem’s name was Ray
“Crash” Corrigan. A veteran of the Saturday afternoon serials in the 30s and 40s, “Crash” also
portrayed many gorilla roles in features like “Captive Wild Woman” and “Dr. Renault’s Secret.”
By the late 50s, though, Corrigan’s tendency to hit the bottle at all hours of the day made him
almost unemployable. United Artists was set on using him, however, so Paul was hired to create
an “It” suit tailored to the very large actor. Corrigan, however, refused to make the trip to Paul’s
workshop to get measured, instead sending over a pair of his longjohns to work with. Paul
protested to no avail; United Artists wanted “Crash” Corrigan’s name on the credits to give “It” a
promotional bump, so Paul would have to work around his behavior.
It should come as no surprise, then, that Robert Kent ended up making a frantic call to the
Blaisdells on the day Corrigan first tried on the suit.
“Is something wrong?” Paul asked.
“Just get down here,” was the terse reply.
Upon arrival at the producer’s office, Paul and Jackie were met with the sight of “Crash”
standing in the middle of the room clad in the scaly bodysuit they’d created. Lane “Shotgun”
Brittan, the film’s makeup artist, was dusting the area around his eyes. Everything looked good
until he tried to pull on the mask, which only BARELY covered his substantial head. His
bulbous chin escaped out of the mouth hole.
Paul was crestfallen, all but certain he’d be asked to redo the mask overnight despite his
earlier warnings. But then Kent suggested, of all things, that they paint Corrigan’s chin.
Lane Britton jumped in; “What if we put some makeup on his chin and make it look like a
tongue?” Without hesitation, he began applying greasepaint to Corrigan’s jowl. Paul had to hand
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it to Britton—the effect was pretty darn effective. All that was needed was a touchup around the
eyes and a row of lower teeth and “It” looked ready to terrorize the galaxy. Another job done.
But not so fast. Days later I got a call from Paul, sounding about as irritated as I’d ever heard
him.
“They want me down on the set tomorrow,” he growled. “They can’t figure out the suit and
they want me to deal with it and make repairs. Wanna meet Jackie and I at the studio gate and
tag along?” Why not?
Paul arrived on the “It” set with a chip on his shoulder. A few days earlier he’d been there to
make sure a specially-made separate monster arm-piece he made for Corrigan had gotten to the
set safely. Having been the man behind the mask so many times before, Paul empathized with
Corrigan’s desire to stay out of the entire uncomfortable contraption as much as possible, so he
fabricated the arm-piece as a considerate—and uncompensated—“extra” for “Crash” to wear in
the many scenes where the rest of him would not appear on camera. On that day the assistant
director looked at Paul the same way he would have regarded a worm on the sidewalk. “Who the
hell are you?” he snapped. Then the A.D. proceeded to chew Paul out for no particular reason.
After that experience, he was inclined to stay clear of the shooting and leave the “pros” to their
work.
However, it was not in Paul’s nature to be vindictive and hurt a project he was involved with,
so we dutifully reported to the wardrobe person and the Blaisdells effected repairs on the tattered
costume as I tried to be their inconspicuous assistant. “Crash” Corrigan arrived about a half hour
after us; it was around 10 AM and I could smell booze on his breath.
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It should be noted that, regardless of his faults, Corrigan was a wonderful, good-natured
person to be around. Despite his unwillingness to trek out to Paul’s place for fittings, for
example, he was a generous and earnest performer when on the set. Paul, for one, really liked
spending time with “Crash” between shots. The problem was that he was basically playing one
of his gorilla roles for “It” despite Eddie Cahn’s directions to the contrary. Corrigan lumbered
across the set as if he was in a jungle, and no amount of prodding and reminders could get him to
change his style.
Also, he hated to put the mask on and would whine and plead to do scenes without it. There’s
a scene in the final cut of the film where the monster is seen as a shadow on a passageway wall,
and you can plainly see, above the monstrous contours of the “It” suit, Corrigan’s very human
profile. During another scene, Corrigan’s mask works loose from the latex around the eyeholes
and he is plainly lowering his head so he can see. “Lift your head! We can’t see your damned
face!” Cahn yelled from off camera. Corrigan reached up with one of “It’s” monstrous paws and
obtusely pushed the mask back on his head to realign the eyeholes. And, yes, that’s in the film as
well.
And what does an assistant do on a movie set? Toward the end of a stifling shooting day,
Corrigan began to feel nauseous. Unfortunately, he didn’t get his mask off before he, shall we
say, gave his lunch a return engagement. He felt bad about it, and as soon as he left the room
Paul pointed at the mask and said, in a joking manner, “Will you take care of this?” I slopped the
thing out. I had to do SOMETHING to earn my position as “assistant,” and cleaning vomit
seemed appropriate and consistent with my skill level.
The atmosphere on the set was very, very negative—nothing at all like the camaraderie we
enjoyed on A.I.P. productions. I was able to make small talk with veteran actor Dabbs Greer,
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who I’d seen in countless TV and movie appearances, but the situation was so uncomfortable
that I only went back one more time with Paul.
It was up to Eddie Cahn to salvage the film. Paul later told me that Eddie decided to simply
shoot around Corrigan in order to stay on schedule and avoid additional miscues that could have
ended up onscreen. The final product is actually much more effective as a result; showing the
monster in brief glimpses made for a very creepy atmosphere and eerie sense of suspense. That
formula—as well as the basic plot of “It,” for that matter—reappeared in 1979’s incredible
“Alien.”

As the 50s faded, Paul, Jackie, Kathy and I continued enjoy weekends in Topanga, where we
made 16mm “home horror movies,” recorded radio spoofs, and just plain had fun. Paul,
meanwhile, concentrated on his artwork while waiting for the long-promised call from A.I.P. that
would mean, finally, a decent budget and a nice paycheck.
It was about that time I got my call from Uncle Sam.

SIDEBAR/SECTION for interior of chapter (includes pics of Ed Wood
material)
I met Ed Wood, appropriately enough, at a monster-theme party. He was just
about to begin “Grave Robbers from Outer Space,” and I found nothing
particularly memorable about our short conversation beyond the fact that he was a
very enthusiastic and positive individual; I liked him right away, even though he
was in full fund-raising mode for his film. His entourage definitely left an
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impression, especially Vampira (Maila Nurmi). Everyone was welcome in Ed’s
world, and I imagine some of my friends and I would have participated in the
circus if we weren’t so wary of some of his friends.
I dropped by the set of “Grave Robbers” on the day Ed was shooting his
cemetery material. The floor was covered with grass mats that shifted and slid as
they were walked on, and I watched as cardboard “tombstones” wiggled and
tipped over when actors brushed up close to them. Through it all Ed bounded
about, a virtual dynamo, encouraging his actors and keeping things moving along
at a brisk pace. His cheerfulness was downright infectious, and I could see how
Ed’s troupe of actors could get caught up in his vision.
Kathy and I were invited to an advance screening of “Grave Robbers,” renamed “Plan Nine from Outer Space,” held at a little theater in a shabby part of
town. The mood there was very festive and upbeat, and Criswell, the “psychic”
who narrates the film, opened the evening by introducing all of the principles in
the room.
Undaunted by the death of his film’s star, Bela Lugosi, weeks before
production, Ed built his film around existing stock footage he’d already shot of
Bela. Tom Mason, the chiropractor who doubled—poorly—for Lugosi in the
movie, got up to thank the “late, great Bela Lugosi” for giving him a chance to
make his screen debut, and Ed got onstage to dedicated his film to his departed
friend.
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Kathy and I sat right next to giant Tor Johnson and his family. Tor was
enjoying himself immensely, laughing at his appearances onscreen and saying out
loud in his thick accent, “That’s good! That’s good!”
The last time I saw Ed was in the late seventies. He called and said there was
something he had to see me about—too secret to talk about on the phone. I told
him to swing by CBS, where I was working, the next day. When he arrived, the
security guard at the front desk was very leery about letting him in; he was
looking the worse for wear and obviously drunk. He greeted me with his usual
ebullience and an invitation to help finance his latest film project, the details of
which he could not share because he was afraid someone would steal the idea. He
was living out of his car but still clung to his conviction that the big hit was right
around the corner. I bought him a cup of coffee and gave him all I had in my
pockets, about fifty dollars, which undoubtedly financed a continuation of his
bender. I heard he died very soon afterward.
In the end Ed was a guy with drive, ambition and passion. There were people
who thought he was merely a con man, but I don’t buy that for a second. A con
man drives around in a big car and pays the mortgage on his mansion with other
people’s money. In Ed’s case—at least until alcohol took over late in his
life—every penny he had went toward his dream, and, unlike most of his effete
detractors, he actually went ahead and COMPLETED FILMS.
In fact, Ed was a good-hearted man who had all that it takes to be a great
filmmaker except two things: taste and talent.
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Flash forward. My friend Chuck McSorely worked as propmaster for Tim
Burton’s 1994 biopic, “Ed Wood,” and brought me to the set one day. Burton
heard that I’d met Ed and asked if I’d watch Johnny Depp’s characterization and
answer whatever questions he might have. Watching Depp, I felt as though I was
seeing the ghost of Ed Wood—that exuberant dervish you see in Burton’s film is
exactly the way I remember Ed. I ended up spending three days on the set acting
as an informal advisor.
During the shoot a production assistant called me at home to ask if it would be
OK for Depp to bring a friend over to see my collection. A little girl with an
inoperable brain tumor was being granted her dream—meeting Johnny Depp—by
the Make a Wish Foundation, and Depp wanted to visit my collection with her.
The little girl and her family arrived first in a limo, and Depp pulled up soon after
in a black Porsche. I was very touched by the attention he showered on these
people. He went from item to item with the little girl and enthused with her about
the props and the movies they appeared in. I gave her a rubber “bullet hit” from
“Terminator 2” and she wore it proudly taped to her shirt all day.
The little girl’s father was videotaping and took me aside. “It’ll be a long, long
time before I can watch this tape, but you and Johnny have made an incredible
memory here today. This is something none of us will ever forget.” I was very
choked up; all I’d done that afternoon was welcome visitors to my collection,
which I often enjoy as much (or more) than the visitors themselves. Depp,
however, had paid for an extra day’s lodging and limo for the entire family so
they could come over, and, better than that, gave generously of himself during the
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entire visit. By the time they left to go to dinner together, I’m certain that little girl
felt as though she was hanging out with a new pal. In fact, Depp had her jump
into his Porsche so they could drive to the restaurant together.
I couldn’t have been more impressed.

CHAPTER 4

If you had to be drafted, 1958 was a good time for it since we were between conflicts.
However, I can say this about my military career: no enemy has ever done as much
damage—and in such variety—as I did in the short period of my hitch. Severed limbs, sucking
chest wounds, chemical burns; I inflicted them all. I was responsible for barrelfuls of bloodshed.
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After getting my notice I was sent to Fort Ord, California for boot camp, then on to Fort
Leonard, Missouri for my first assignment. I was excited to see on a bulletin board that they
needed a film editor there; in typical Army fashion, however, I was assigned and trained in
medical supply. Next it was off to Fort Sam Houston in Texas, where I was to spend the
remainder of my tour sorting bandages and medicine bottles for the infirmary.
Even though I was able to live off-base with Kathy, I hated the Army, and it seemed as
though the feeling was mutual. Having grown up in California, a real melting pot of cultures, I
was horrified by the way non-whites were treated at the southern bases. Blacks, in particular,
were referred to in subhuman terms—openly—on a regular basis. I made some enemies early by
opening my mouth about it. I was naïve enough to think that a little self-righteous lecture from
me would counteract a lifetime of prejudice.
I wasn’t at Fort Sam Houston long before I got caught doodling monsters and aliens while in
one of my medical supply classes. Instead of chewing me out, the Sergeant asked if I could do
some drawings for his six-year-old son’s birthday. This Sergeant—whose name I’ve
unfortunately long forgotten—was even nice enough to have Kathy and I over for dinner so his
son could thank me for the pictures. That’s when things started looking up.
“Bob, you’re wasting your time and talents in Medical Supply,” he said. “We have a division
called Training Aids that is responsible for making parade floats and props for training films. I
know the Captain there and I can get you in.” I thanked him but really didn’t expect anything.
Lo and behold, the Sergeant was true to his word. Within weeks I was transferred over to
Training Aids, and as luck would have it they were just beginning a new initiative designed to
make the instruction for medical trainees more effective. Up until that point simulation exercises
consisted of attaching a tag to a soldier playing the casualty; “This man has a gut wound,” or
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“this man has a bullet wound in his thigh.” Then the trainee would dress the “wound” as if it was
a real procedure. The U.S. Army was finding that this did nothing to prepare medical personnel
for the sorts of horrific injuries that would encounter during a battle. Then someone in the
division came across a brochure describing a new program being used in Canada called
Simulated Casualty Wounds. You could even order ready-made “wound” appliances and recipes
for “blood” from the organization that put out the brochure.
It was a great idea. The problem was that the “wounds” they sent were not very good, so,
since I had picked up some professional makeup experience from Paul Blaisdell, I was tapped to
sculpt and cast better appliances for us. The wounds had to look absolutely real—and approved
by the Surgeon General, in fact—so I needed to use rubber, latex, air pumps for “squirting
arteries,” and buckets and buckets of blood (I improved that recipe as well). You didn’t have
camera angles to help you and everything had to FEEL as real as it looked, so it was a very
challenging job compared to movie work.
Unfortunately, part of the job meant looking at photos of actual wounds in order to maintain
authenticity—and, in one horrifying instance, I had to study third degree burns on a corpse. I
threw up immediately, but the doctor who escorted me said he did the same when he started out
and promised I’d get used to it. To some extent he was right.
The focus of my job was Operation Blow-up, which happened every month or so. I had
between twenty-five and thirty people under me who I would train to do the various make-ups on
over 100 casualties out in the desert. If it was a belly wound, we’d make a fake compartment that
contained organs that the trainees had to stuff back in. Ear syringes made blood squirt, and my
famous oatmeal and glycerin “vomit” was a real crowd pleaser. If we didn’t get at least one
trainee at each session to faint or produce real vomit we weren’t doing our jobs.
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So there I was, PFC Robert Burns, Assistant Makeup Chief in the US Army. I couldn’t
believe my good fortune.
Not everything was rosy, of course. My sergeant at Training Aids was a sadistic Army lifer
who laid his cards on the table the very first day I got there.
“I hate draftees,” he said, addressing his entire staff, a group that included civilians, enlistees,
and a single guy who was there by government invitation—me. “Draftees will be my scapegoat.
If anything goes wrong on this base, I will attach that blame to the first draftee I see.” I became
his personal servant, pulling extra weekend duty at his house mowing his lawn and painting. I
wanted to protest, but I learned that he was a friend of the Commanding Officer and was
untouchable. This sergeant also loved booze; in fact, his order of affection seemed to be Wild
Turkey, the army and his family. Sometimes he’d borrow an army truck for his binges and leave
it to me to clean out the distinctly NON-oatmeal and glycerin mess inside.
I seriously needed a diversion before I’d snap and end up court martialed.
One night Kathy and I were watching “Shock Theater” on channel 5, KENS-TV. The host
was Joe Alston, who introduced each film while sitting on a haunted house set. Other than a cape
and Homburg cap, it was a pretty nondescript set-up. At the midpoint of the show, Joe would
appear and intone in an Orson Wellesian voice, “How do you like it so far?”
I looked at Kathy and said, “Geez—that’s so boring. We could really do something with a
setup like that. You and I could give them a monster every week if they would pay for
materials—when they show ‘The Mummy,’ I could appear in musty bandages. When they show
‘Frankenstein,’ I could dress as the monster.” Kathy got the phonebook and goaded me on until I
called the station.
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As was the case at most small affiliates in those days, Joe Alston was the jack-of-all-trades at
KENS-TV; he was the station announcer, did all of the voice-overs and live commercials, hosted
a kiddy show called “Captain Gus,” and, finally, donned a cape for “Shock Theater.” He liked
our idea right away, and, upon our first meeting, Kathy and I were happy to find that he was a
gregarious, fun person.
I had a life-cast of my head that was made for one of the world’s first CPR dummies (and,
believe me, it was unnerving giving demonstrations on that dummy, but that’s another story) so I
would build masks using that bust as a “blank” for my face, the same way I watched Paul do it.
We made the first version of what would be known as “The Mad Mummy” during this period; I
made the mask and Kathy created the tattered, “aged” bodysuit. We’d make Kathy into the Bride
of Frankenstein, I’d be the Wolf Man—the sky was the limit. On weeks when there was no real
“monster” featured in the movie, I’d do an Igor-type of makeup and function as a demented
assistant. Joe was energized by the new possibilities that presented themselves now that he had
someone to play against. As time went on the skits became longer and more elaborate, and
ratings for KENS-TV went through the roof. We were all having a ball and achieving some local
fame.
When producer William Castle came to town to promote his new thriller, “The Tingler,” the
manager of the Texas Theater in San Antonio contacted KENS-TV to see if we could send
someone from the Shock Theater cast of characters out to meet him at the airport. Castle was
well-known as a master showman and famous for his promotional gimmicks. His 1958 film
“Macabre” offered a life insurance policy for those who felt they may “die of fright,” and “The
House on Haunted Hill” featured a breakthrough he called “Emergo,” which consisted of an
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inflated skeleton that would soar from the screen over the theater seats at an appropriate point in
the film.
I knew Castle, of all people, would enjoy an elaborate welcoming party. First of all, we’d
need a “dignitary” to be present, so I made up Kathy as the horrific “Miss Shock,” complete with
beauty pageant sash. I created a special “skeleton key” out of spare bones I’d accumulated while
repairing skeletons on the base, so we were able to present the a “Shock Theater Key to the City”
made of real human bones—an especially ironic gift to the man who was known for promoting
good natured frauds. When Castle deboarded his plane and saw our motley crew gathered under
a banner reading “Welcome King of Horror Makers,” he was so tickled that he asked us to come
to his hotel so he could have pictures taken—always the promoter. I was quite surprised by how
down-to-earth this Hollywood producer was; he said, “I’ll send you some stills,” and actually
followed through.
Castle invited us to come to the theater the next morning to help set up the “Percepto”
illusion for “The Tingler,” which consisted of vibrating boxes placed under about 13 seats
scattered throughout the venue. At the preordained time a switch would be thrown in the
projectionist booth and pandemonium ensued—even people sitting in the non-vibrating seats
were SURE they felt the “Tingler” climbing up their spines. It was pure William Castle.

When I was finally emancipated from the army, I quickly hooked up with Paul Blaisdell.
We’d been corresponding all along and he sent me periodic “care packages” with pictures and
drawings from his latest projects. He’d been moving away from film work, however. The
“you’re-part-of-the-family” promise that he got from the management at A.I.P. turned out to be
smoke and mirrors. While the double bill of “I Was a Teenage Werewolf” and “Invasion of the
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Saucer Men” generated A.I.P.’s first million dollar box office total, the bean counters at the
studio were still asking Paul to take pay cuts to create effects for dreck like “Attack of the Giant
Leeches.” He turned them down; he had to, because taking less and less money for assignments
was career suicide.
One job I’m certain Paul wished he’d walked away from was “The Ghost of Dragstrip
Hollow,” a very, very bad “party beach” movie. James Nicholson, with all good intentions,
offered Paul an intriguing proposition; a chance to finally appear out of costume and speak a few
lines of dialogue. When Paul saw the script, however, he was disappointed to find that it was yet
another monster role. Nicholson pressed Paul to take the part. “But the monster’s not a
monster—it’s you!” he offered. Finally, Paul relented, reasoning that it may be fun to parody
himself.
Soon afterward, Sam Arkoff called. “Paul, I want you know everything is ‘go’ on ‘Dragstrip
Hollow.’” Wonderful. “So,” Paul inquired, “how much time do I get to create this monster?”
“Nobody told you?” Arkoff asked. Paul knew what was coming. “We thought we could save
some time and money if you just used the She-Creature outfit again.” So, a slightly modified
“Cuddles” made her FOURTH screen appearance at the end of “The Ghost of Dragstrip
Hollow.”
And what an ending it was. Ala “Scooby Doo,” Paul is unmasked as the “monster” that spent
the duration of the movie non-lethally menacing the cast of teenagers. To this day it’s
tremendously painful to recall the lines Lou Rusoff wrote for Paul’s unmasking scene:
>INDENT long quote<
Of course you’ve seen me before. I scared you to death—to death—in “Day the World
Ended”! You shivered when you saw me in “The She Creature”! Oh the shame of it, the indignity,
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they didn’t use me in “Horrors of the Black Museum” after my years of faithful service. They just
discarded me.

At the time Paul looked at the role as good-natured parody, and he certainly had a sense of
humor about himself. Later he realized that those lines were brutally prophetic; A.I.P. really had
discarded him. He felt as though his work was destined to be forgotten.
If Paul was bitter, he didn’t let it ruin our reunion. We got together again very soon after my
release from Uncle Sam’s captivity and picked up where we left off. Even though he wasn’t
taking on any new film work, Paul was always creating something. During my hitch in the army
he’d been experimenting with a small “clockwork creature” that he could wind up and program
to do short combinations of moves. It was a great looking monster, so we filmed a short feature
called “The Cliff Monster” starring Paul’s creature and old reliable Lionel Comport.
One weekend I brought some of my monster magazines to the Blaisdells to show Paul
published stills of “Beulah” from “It Conquered the World.” We were sitting around paging
through Forry Ackerman’s “Famous Monsters of Filmland” (Paul contributed an article to, and I
shot photos for, its debut in February of 1958), and a host of imitators and also-rans of varying
quality; “Castle of Frankenstein,” “Monster Parade,” “Monster Party,” etc.
Blasdell was unimpressed. “Hell, Bob, we could do better than this stuff. Some of this is
really awful.” I couldn’t disagree. While “Famous Monsters of Filmland” had a style all its own
that made even the shallowest articles entertaining, the same could not be said about the copycats
that had jumped in to take advantage of the monster craze. They were basically teen-idol
magazines that exchanged ghouls for heartthrobs. The layouts were sloppy and the articles were
poorly researched (if they were indeed researched at all).
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“We’d have a lot to offer a magazine that wanted to show readers how things are actually
done in the monster movies and moviemaking in general,” I said. “Aren’t people curious about
that sort of thing? Like finding out how Jack Pierce did Karloff’s makeup?”
“… Or how ‘Cuddles’ got her voluptuous figure?” Paul added, tongue in cheek. We tossed
around our unschooled opinions for the balance of the evening, neither of us thinking the other
was very serious. However, I went to bed that night still contemplating the ideas we’d discussed.
I called Paul the next day.
“Were you completely joking last night about wanting to do a magazine?” I asked. Paul
admitted that he was actually only half-kidding—he thought about it a bit more after I’d left.
“Well,” I went on. “As long as you were half-kidding, that means you could be half-serious—so
let’s talk about it some more.”
What excited us most was the opportunity to show what goes on behind the scenes on a
creature-feature production. That doesn’t seem like such a breakthrough idea—nowadays
countless magazines, books and television specials devote themselves to the minutiae of film
production—but back in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s special effects artists held their techniques
close to the vest. And, other than rare exceptions like Jack Pierce and Lon Chaney, makeup and
technical artists labored in obscurity. We were certain that others shared our fascination with the
mechanics of film production and would gobble up a magazine that addressed those topics.
We also decided our magazine would differentiate itself from others on the rack by using
humor in certain sections while remaining fairly serious in articles and features that warranted
greater depth. It rankled us a bit when we contributed an article and photos to the first issue of
Forrest Ackerman’s “Famous Monsters of Filmland” only to see Paul’s text rewritten in
“Ackermanese”—horror-flavored puns and wordplay throughout. Still, Ackerman’s pervasive
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humor made his product distinctive and uniquely entertaining. Our magazine—which we were
now calling “The Devil’s Workshop”—would carve its niche by taking a more sober tack.
After a few late night (and ALL night) caffeine-fueled bull sessions, our little fantasy began
to become reality. We brainstormed the names and themes of our sections and departments, and
Paul drew up sample page layouts. I contacted a writer I knew, Ron Haydock, to talk about
getting some articles created. We also decided to go after stories by some of the top names in the
science fiction genre; people like Robert Bloch, Issac Asimov, and Ray Bradbury.
We were babes in the woods, but moved forward nonetheless. Haydock doubled our writing
corps by bringing in a friend, Jim Harmon. Through his contacts at magazines for which he’d
created artwork, Paul got some advice on securing a printer and distributor. One of the more
interesting tips he got was to choose someone in the middle of the country, since shipping costs
would be the same to both coasts. He was given the names of a few contacts in Iowa and began
making inquiries until settling upon a company that was willing to make a deal. We didn’t know
it then, but that’s where our downfall began.
Paul was acting as publisher and business manager, though he knew little more than I about
publishing or business. His phone meetings with the printer revealed that launching a national
magazine was going to mean an enormous investment from both of us. Startup costs, the printer
explained, are huge, but he was willing to “do a deal” on the printing and production in exchange
for an ownership stake in the magazine. The numbers he and other potential printers were
throwing around made it clear that even if Paul and I staked every cent between us into the
project—I had $6000 in savings and Paul had $14,000—we would need at least that much
MORE to launch. The printer made an offer: He’d swallow certain fees and expenses if we’d
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cede to him a 51% share of the magazine to make it worth his while. This would be the printer’s
first national publication and he was willing to assume some risk to widen his business.
In hindsight it’s easy to see how naïve we were, but at the time there seemed to be no other
way to make our project a reality. I emptied my bank account and gave a check to Paul; he added
his savings and paid the printer. We were in the magazine business.
Our new partner added his proverbial two cents immediately. We’d already decided “The
Devil’s Workshop” was too limiting as a name for the magazine, so we were pretty much settled
on “Fantastic Films.” The printer was unimpressed. “You have to put ‘monster’ in the title or it
won’t sell,” he told Paul—and he was probably right. Finally, we ended up with “Fantastic
Monsters of the Films,” which was routinely shortened to “FanMo” by our readers.
Paul had no desire to be an editor, so we paid writers Ron Haydock and Jim Harmon to act as
editor and associate editor respectively, and Haydock artificially fattened our writer’s roster by
using pseudonyms. My masthead title was “research editor,” since I planned to spend much of
my time digging out images for the layouts from my considerable collection of stills, and Paul
called himself “editorial director.”
Full color was what we needed to make a real impact, but it was financially impossible.
However, Paul’s art and design background brought some unique tinting effects that gave our
pages a much more “expensive” look—which was important, because our cover price would
have to be a hefty 50¢, a bit higher than the typical horror movie mag. I had the idea of including
in our first issue a full-color fold-out pin-up ala the Playboy “Playmate of the Month.” Paul
thought a shot of Karloff as the Frankenstein monster would be perfect, but, try as we might, we
couldn’t locate a color photo from production of the 1931 film. We decided to use a shot of the
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Paul in the She-Creature costume that I’d taken the evening he finished building it, so Paul got a
bit of well-deserved self-promotion in spite of himself.
The cover shot of issue #1, a startling color photo of Christopher Lee in Hammer Films’
“Horror of Dracula,” was made possible by an opportune film break years before when the
movie was screened on my army base. I grabbed a frame and had it enlarged, making our cover
image truly one-of-a-kind—that is, until “Castle of Frankenstein” magazine lifted our picture for
the cover of their eighth issue.
Not all of our photos worked out so well. Mere days before deadline, Paul received from the
photo lab a fuzzy, nearly unusable enlargement of my She-Creature slide. He was beside himself;
the lab had had ample time to deliver a quality shot, and now we were stuck at the eleventh hour
with a large color blob. After issuing a few choice curse words, Paul got out his airbrush and
paints and quickly laid in details that were lost to the photo agency’s shoddy work. He had to
settle for a far-less-than-perfect final result, but the printer got our materials on time and the
magazine was soon on press.
We began to get response almost immediately after “Fantastic Monsters of the Films” # 1 hit
the newstands. Letters came in from all over the country, mainly wanting to know when our next
issue would be out. There were so many positive letters regarding our fold-out photo that we
decided to make the pin-up a regular feature. Readers were captivated by Paul’s visual touches;
the duotone pages and hand-tinted poster really left an impression. We began to feel like we had
the right idea and fell to work on subsequent issues with a song in our hearts. I’d contacted
Vincent Price through his agent, and he’d agreed to write a piece for us gratis. I knew Kirk Alyn,
the original movie Superman, through my friend Glenn Strange, and I was surprised when he
agreed to write a piece detailing his days in the red white and blue tights.
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Our euphoria at seeing the fruit of our work was tempered by little flaws that populated the
pages of our first issue. Paul was given assurances by the printer that the problems would be
fixed, but our second issue appeared with as many blemishes as the first. Paul kept the long
distance wires to Iowa hot with his complaints. By issue three we were upgraded from newsprint
to slick pages, which mollified us for the time being. Besides, we were getting great feedback
from our readership and it appeared that we had nowhere to go but up. Paul was creating a
distinctive look for our covers by hand-tinting black and white photos of monsters that we
featured in tight close-up. We even sold copies of our short films and inexpensive
novelties—“secret skull rings” and rubber spiders, for instance—in our “Shock Shop” ads at the
back of the magazine. Before long readers could even join our Fantastic Monsters Club for $3,
which got them a giant membership card, an 8X10 photo from “Invasion of the Saucer Men,” a
subscription to the club bulletin, and a year’s subscription to “FanMo.” The publishing business
seemed like it was going to be pretty fun.
On assignment for “FanMo,” I contacted the staff of “Jeepers Creepers Theater” at Channel
13, KCOP-TV of Los Angeles for a story on their version of the “Shock Theater” schtick I’d
been doing in Texas. During our conversation I mentioned that I had a mummy costume, and
Bob Guy, who played horror host “Jeepers,” said, “Why don’t we get you on the show?” After a
meeting with his producer we retired to the local bar and worked up a few loose routines for my
appearance as “The Mad Mummy,” and we ended up with a fun article for the fourth issue of
“FanMo” besides. After that I would periodically get a call from producer Jim Sullivan to help
out with different props and effects they wanted on the show. By the time Bob Guy left and was
replaced by Lietta Harvey—an attractive actress who transformed into the grotesque
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“Ghoulita”—I became the effects person for “Jeepers Creepers Theater.” I stayed with them for
well over a year, until Lietta left the show.
Unfortunately, our venture as magazine publishers didn’t last that long.
Although we were pleased with the attention “Fantastic Monsters of the Films” was getting
from a growing readership, it became apparent that our printer in Iowa was letting the quality of
the production and printing slip into shoddiness. Ink streaks, splotchy photos, blank spaces and
wrinkled paper were just some of the problems for which he was constantly making excuses.
Paul had just about had enough.
We got a shock when we unbundled issue number seven and saw in the masthead a name
we’d never seen before: “Jiro Tomiyama – Art and Production.” It turned out that our printer, to
save money on his end, was forgoing the normal production team he’d hired to do all the setup of
the magazine based on Paul’s sketched layouts. He’d brought in Jiro to handle the whole job
alone. Not surprisingly, issue seven looked awful. Our hands were tied, however. “Maybe he’ll
get better with time,” Paul said through gritted teeth.
Meanwhile we were enjoying a great relationship with our readers. Paul surprised a young
man from Lansing, Michigan named Bill Malone by not only answering his letter, which came to
us with pictures of some masks Bill had done using what he’d learned in Paul’s “Devil’s
Workshop column, but asking for a “how-to” article on the creations. Today, Bill Malone is a
great friend and successful writer and director, most recently helming the 1999 remake of
“House on Haunted Hill.” [COULD BE CAPTION FOR MALONE PHOTO]
We were preparing the next issue of “FanMo,” a Karloff tribute edition, and I’d already sent
off to Iowa a large packet of rare stills, including one-of-a-kind images that had been given to me
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by the man who designed and applied Karloff’s Frankenstein makeup, Jack Pierce. We eagerly
awaited the brown-lines, hoping for the best. Weeks went by without a word from the printer.
Paul tried to call and was sickened to find that the phone had been disconnected. He called
together Jim Harmon, Ron Haydock and myself to break the news; despite his best efforts, it
looked like our printer and “Jiro Tomiyama” were gone, and along with them went a priceless
cache of pressbooks, lobby cards, stills and photos that came from our personal collections.
As time went on we found out that there was a fire at the printer’s building—arson. The
addition of our nationally distributed magazine to his client list enabled the printer to increase his
insurance protection, and he disappeared after collecting. “Fantastic Monsters of the Films” was
up in smoke.
We were all devastated, but no one took it harder than Paul. While we’d both sunk all of our
savings into the venture and I’d lost a huge amount of one-of-a-kind stills from my collection,
this was the straw that broke my friend’s back. He’d been jilted by A.I.P., and now his latest
venture was revealed as a set-up. Adding salt to the wound was the fact that his former agent,
Forrest Ackerman, nurtured a grudge against Paul and I for daring to publish a monster magazine
that he felt competed with his own “Famous Monsters of Filmland.” While Paul’s distinctive
creations graced the pages and covers of “Famous Monsters,” his name was never mentioned.
Now disgusted with every aspect of the entertainment business, Paul’s normally positive
outlook dissolved. He decided to shun anything or anyone related to what he perceived as a
detrimental “show business” culture. Our conversations and visits grew scarce and far between,
culminating in a phone call where Paul frankly admitted that he no longer felt comfortable with
me since I was “heavily involved in the whole Hollywood thing.” Those would be the last words
between us for many years. Paul and Jackie, already hermit-like when we met them, retreated
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into near-total seclusion at their Topanga hideaway. They never worked on another film or
television project, and Kathy and I lost our best friends—a blow far more devastating to me than
any financial damage we incurred as a result of the insurance scam.
SIDEBAR: Bob and Denny Skotak
It hardly seems that it has been over 30 years since we made our bi-monthly
pilgrimages to the local drugstore, fingers crossed, hoping for the latest issue of
“FanMo.” We were fledgling/aspiring/hopeful filmmaking kids back then, working in
8mm (pre-super 8mm!). It’s hard to imagine now, but it was impossible to find out
anything anywhere about our area of fixation—science fiction films and visual and
makeup effects. It was a pre-video, pre-computer, pre-media era; there were no behindthe-scenes publications then. No “Cinefex,” “Starlog,” etc., etc., etc. We were starved for
information.
Then along came “Fantastic Monsters.” A big vacuum in our teen careers was quickly
and entertainingly filled. Not that there weren’t other publications, such as “Famous
Monsters” and “Spacemen,” but this was the first written from a filmmaker’s point of
view. The Devil’s Workshop department was the place we first learned about that
seemingly magical substance called liquid latex. Mold-making, miniature construction
and photography, prop building…it was all there! And the people who worked on these
projects—Bob Burns and Paul Blaisdell—sounded like they were having fun. We began
to feel we somehow knew these guys all those miles away. Here was a group with similar
interests actually doing it all. If the burning desire of these one-time fans had led them to
enviable work on real Hollywood features, then it seemed truly possible that our own
desires would someday lead us there as well. (And it did!)
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Fantastic Monsters also gave us film previews, fiction, behind-the-scenes tidbits, the
“Mad Mummy,” and loads of special effects stills—almost all from Bob
Burns’collection—for us to marvel over and study. Its inspired innovations were many:
3D photos, “Cinemascope” picture layouts, color fantasy pin-ups, interior color, forwardlooking design, many of which were direct influences on our own publication,
“Fantascene,” twelve years later.
So when, after moving to the Los Angeles area in the mid-seventies, the opportunity
arose for us to meet this Bob Burns guy—well, WOW!
What an amazing treat it is to be able to see and actually touch so many of our
favorite movie props and spaceships (to say nothing about his fabulous toy collection).
But even more fun is listening to Bob tell (and re-tell) the true life stories of what it was
actually like to be on the set of the SF films we fondly held in childhood memories. We
saw "Destination Moon" when we were really young and to talk to someone who was
really there on the Moon's surface in Hollywood on that film, or to find out what he and
Paul did to make the Saucermen cause trouble for humans or, or, or.....
You know, though, despite all of our interests in his film memorabilia and toys, we
would have felt just as fortunate to be friends with Bob Burns if all he had was a
toothpick collection! He's just that kind of person.
— Robert and Dennis Skotak, (bio line)
NSTERS’ “Shock Shop.”

SIDEBAR: Paul Blaisdell Filmography
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1955
1955
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1960
1962

The Beast With a Million Eyes (American Releasing Corporation)
Oklahoma Woman (American Releasing Corporation)
Day the World Ended (American International Pictures)
Hot Rod Girl (American International Pictures)
It Conquered the World (American International Pictures)
The She-Creature (American International Pictures)
The Undead (American International Pictures)
The Amazing Colossal Man (American International Pictures)
Cat Girl (American International Pictures)
From Hell it Came (American International Pictures)
Invasion of the Saucer Men (American International Pictures)
Monster From Green Hell (DCA)
Motorcycle Gang (American International Pictures)
Not of This Earth (Allied Artists Pictures Corp.)
Sorority Girl aka Confessions of a Sorority Girl (American International Pictures)
Voodoo Woman (American International Pictures)
Attack of the Puppet People aka Fantastic Puppet People (American International
Pictures)
The Spider aka Earth vs. the Spider (James A. Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff
Production)
How to make a Monster (American International Pictures)
It! The Terror from Beyond Space (United Artists)
War of the Colossal Beast aka The Terror Strikes (American International Pictures)
The Ghost of Dragstrip Hollow (American International Pictures)
Teenagers From Outer Space (Warner Bros)
Goliath and the Dragon aka The Revenge of Hercules and The Vengence of Hercules;
original title La Vendetta de Ercole (American International Pictures)
Jack the Giant Killer (United Artists)

SIDEBAR/CAPTION: “Filmland Monsters”
Even if the producers at A.I.P. weren’t going to show his creations to their best
advantage, Paul got a chance to exploit and improve the features he built into many of
his props via a short film offered for sale in the pages of “Fantastic Monsters.”
Consisting of trailers and excerpted scenes taken from “Invasion of the Saucer Men,”
“The She-Creature,” “Day the World Ended,” and “It Conquered the World,”—A.I.P.
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gave Paul rights to use footage that did not include actors—“Filmland Monsters” was
supplemented by new material we shot on our own. “Beulah” from “It Conquered the
World,” for example, is shown rolling its eyes and gnashing its teeth; the “Saucer
Man” hypo-claw is seen looking this way and that with its single eyeball; and
“Cuddles” aka the She Creature is given a close-up.
The “Filmland Monsters” movie, along with “Hollywood Monsters” color slides
of Paul’s creatures also offered through “FanMo,” sold very well and are now soughtafter collector’s items.
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Chapter 5 – GORILLA MY DREAMS

As I was growing up a lot of my peers idolized sports figures like Lou Gehrig, Mickey
Mantle and Joe Dimaggio. There were also starstruck kids who hung posters of Clark Gable,
Errol Flynn and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. on their bedroom walls. For me, however, it was George
Barrows, Emil Van Horne and Charlie Gemora.
Never heard of them? Well, you’ve certainly seen them; any time a gorilla appears in a
movie, comedy short or vintage television episode, the man in the simian suit is most likely one
of a small fraternity of “gorilla men” who made their livings in Hollywood masquerading as
primates. In fact, Ray “Crash” Corrigan, who played the deadly alien in “It! The Terror From
Beyond Space,” was one of the more well-know gorilla men, making more appearances in films
than anyone else in the racket.
As a kid I studied the moves of these furry specialists whenever they appeared onscreen. I
was intrigued by the transformation made possible by slipping into a gorilla outfit. A great
performer like Charles Gemora could make you forget there was a human inside the suit.
I met Charlie in the late ‘50s when a friend took me to Gemora’s shop on the Paramount lot
while I was there for lunch. In addition to his great gorilla work, Gemora was head of make-up
for Paramount; he built and wore the Martian costume in “War of the Worlds,” created “The
Colossus of New York,” and designed and built the title alien in “I Married a Monster from
Outer Space.” After our impromptu encounter I made an appointment to come see him at a later
date, at which time the generous Gemora allowed me to spend the entire day with him. We went
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over stills I brought along and he pointed out features on the pictures. “You can see where the
water bladder in the ‘stomach’ is on this shot,” he’d say, explaining how he simulated the heft
and movement of actual flesh by installing into his gorilla suits compartments filled with water.
He shared with me some of his trade secrets for bringing life to a mask that was limited,
mobility-wise, to simply opening and closing its mouth. For example, he told me that if you
wanted to look ferocious you should rear back your head while opening the mouth, which shows
the audience more teeth and creates an illusion of facial expression. He also stressed the
importance of acting with your eyes, as they are the only part of the wearer exposed. Charlie was
so skillful in projecting with his eyes that people watching his performances sometimes swear
they saw the gorilla’s brow and other facial muscles move—even though everything is immobile.
My dream of owning my own gorilla suit caught fire the day Don Post, the famous mask
maker, dressed me up in an “economy model” simian outfit of his own design. I’d known Don
since I was a kid, and he gave me so many free masks that I’d try to return the favor by helping
out at his shop on nights and weekends. On this occasion in 1964 I was acting as human
mannequin for a catalog shoot. That day I put on, for the very first time, a gorilla suit, and I knew
I had to own one of my own. I talked to Kathy about it and she was sure she could make the
body suit. Don Post agreed to create the head, hands, chest and feet.
Kathy worked off of a clown suit pattern to create the body, and we ordered the fur through
Don Post at a whopping $50 per yard—well worth every penny, though, because this was
phenomenal hair. It became illegal to import it soon after we got our supply because the
producing country was communist, and effects artists all over Hollywood were enormously
disappointed.
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As Don Post fashioned my gorilla headpiece, working in clay over a cast of my head, I’d stop
by every evening to make sure it was taking shape the way I wanted it to. While I looked at
Charlie Gemora as my inspiration for technique, my prototype for the look I wanted was Ray
Corrigan’s “monster gorilla,” a vicious-looking caricature that was in vogue at the time. I had
Don remove some of the brow, for instance, and make the mouth bigger than his original design.
In the end I got a terrific gorilla head that was distinctively my own. I dubbed my creation
“Kogar,” a nicely guttural name.
Not long after my costume was complete, Lionel Comport’s dad secured for me my very first
gorilla job. He was working on “The Mickey Rooney Show” at MGM-TV and found out they
planned to hire Janos Prohaska and George Barrows, both well known gorilla guys. Barrows was
busy on another project, and they were stuck for a replacement. “Hey, my son’s friend has a
gorilla outfit,” he offered. I didn’t even have to suit up; Mickey Rooney took a look at my outfit
and Kogar’s head and said, “Beautiful.” Simple as that, I was in.
My first day as a gorilla man was NOT so simple, though. Janos Prohaska decided to make
the rookie sweat it out as much as possible. When I arrived on the set at 7 AM, he was there with
a group of friends who evidently accompanied him on jobs. I was anxious to greet Janos because
he was one of the only gorilla men that I hadn’t yet met. As I stuck my hand out to introduce
myself, he got straight to the point—and let my outstretched hand hang in midair.
“Are you in the stuntman’s union?” he asked with his Hungarian accent. I said no; he shook
his head. “You HAVE to be in the stuntman’s union to do gorilla work. Are you in SAG?”
Again, I had to say no. To apply for the Screen Actor’s Guild you had to have a screen credit,
and this job was to be my qualifying credit. “Oh, this is bad,” he said. That ended our “get
acquainted” period.
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Later, after we’d suited up in our respective trailers (Kathy arrived at about 10 AM to help
get me together), Janos took me aside to impart pearls of wisdom: “When you get your break, be
sure to take at least a half hour to get out of your suit,” he instructed. “They’ll respect you for it.”
“But I don’t take off the whole suit. I just pop off the head so I’m ready to go,” I naively
answered. Janos fixed a glare on me that could have peeled paint.
Later, during some downtime, I watched as Janos picked up and closely examined my Kogar
headpiece. Without looking up from his inspection, he asked, “What is your mechanism?” “Well,
nothing really. Just a spring.” He grunted noncommittally. Assuming that we were engaging in
“shop talk,” I unwisely picked up his headpiece to at least feign interest in what I could see was
an inferior mask.
“No, no, no, NO!” he snapped, grabbing from me his headpiece. “NOBODY touches my
head!”
“But, Janos, you’re looking at mine, and…” He would have none of it. “That’s totally
different. Completely different,” he lectured as he stomped off.
It was an uncomfortable situation, to say the least.
The setup on the show was a variation on the old “oops-I’m-with-a-real-gorilla” scenario.
“Hopeful actors” Mickey Rooney and guest star Bobby Van are trying to gain entry into a movie
studio, and they see a gorilla (me) and its trainer pass through the gates. They put Bobby in a
gorilla suit and try to get in the same way. Of course, a mix-up ensues and Mickey mistakes
Janos, playing a “real” gorilla, for Bobby.
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It was very instructive watching Mickey Rooney. As a co-producer of “The Mickey Show,”
he had a hand in all decisions and an eye on the bottom line. A wonderful person to work with
and seemingly tireless, his reputation as the consummate trouper is entirely accurate.
Janos, on the other hand, was taking full advantage of the union-prescribed benefits he so
dearly clung to. I watched from the sidelines as he, true to his earlier advice to me, very slowly
shed his entire gorilla costume to begin a break. The crew was obviously irritated when, at
breaks end, they were ready to go and Janos was still stepping into his costume. The director saw
me sitting off-set in full “Kogar” minus the head. “We’re burning time here, boys. What about
this guy? He’s ready to go.” So we shot my very few scenes while Janos slowly got dressed. This
meant, of course, that Janos had to cool his heels a bit waiting for his postponed scenes.
I stayed to watch the crew work after they were finished with me, and when Janos was done
with his scenes and left—without so much as a goodbye—Mickey and director Richard Thorpe
approached me.
“We know this means staying late, but we can pay you for your time,” Mickey said. “I like
your suit and your approach much better than Janos’. Anyway, the gag is suffering because he’s
so much shorter than Bobby Van. If you’re game, we’d like to reshoot all of his scenes with you
instead.” I had no problem with that at all, and Mickey’s enthusiasm was infectious. We got
everything done in about two hours, and it was great fun.
When I got home I called George Barrows because I was so concerned about Janos’
comments. George reassured me; “Stuntman’s union? That’s ridiculous. You did the right
thing—Janos likes to stir up trouble.” And he was right. When Janos found out about the reshoot
he had the union insist that they use his footage. It seems he did a “stunt” consisting of a swing
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on a chandelier that suspended him three feet above the ground, and union rules said he had to be
used throughout the show.
I didn’t mind. The job got me my SAG card and I was paid for all of the extra time. Whether
Janos Prohaska liked it or not, there was another gorilla man in Hollywood!
My very next TV job came thanks to an agent that a friend hooked me up with. This
particular agent was a very nice older lady who was a showgirl in her younger days; she had the
pink cheeks, very red lips, only now she was in her seventies. She knew the casting agent at “The
Lucy Show” and convinced them that they should hire me as a werewolf butler for their
Halloween episode because I could do my own makeup—this episode featured Gale Gordon as
Dracula and Lucy and Vivian as witches, so the crew had their hands full. I auditioned with a
Don Post wolf man mask that I’d customized a bit, and I was in. They’d already hired George
Barrows for the episode’s gorilla part.
Make no mistake; Lucy was in charge of her show. It was obvious that she commanded the
respect of everyone involved. If I needed further persuasion, all doubt was removed when I
watched her fire a prop man on my first day on the set. It was reassuring to see George there, and
he promised he’d watch out for me.
During rehearsals Vivian Vance and Lucy were carrying on a pretty furious argument,
sniping at one another constantly and frequently lobbing salty epitaphs. They were pros and hid
any conflict from the studio audience, but their backstage battles made for some tense situations.
We were rehearsing a scene where George carries Lucy and I lug Vivian—who was heavier than
me—to an examination table. Once there, I am to strap them down, which is Lucy’s cue to look
at a mummy standing near the apparatus and say, “Please mummy, I’d rather do it myself.” (This
was a play on a popular commercial tagline of the day.) Vivian was taking out her anger with
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Lucy on me, being uncooperative and making herself dead weight as I struggled to pick her up.
When I placed Vivian on the table she positioned herself so it was impossible for me to get the
strap over her and in position in time for Lucy’s cue.
“Listen, sonny,” Lucy said to me. “If you can’t get that strap over us on time we’ll get
someone who will.” As I began to say, “But she…,” I saw George gesturing “No-no” out of the
corner of my eye. I stopped myself and said, “Sorry. It won’t happen again.” Lucy answered,
“You bet it won’t.” Clearly, if I’d given her any excuses I would have been out the door.
Later, George took me aside. “When we do the show you’ll have lots more energy and the
adrenaline will be flowing. When it comes time to do the bit, you plop Vivian’s butt down on
that table, and if she’s not down you PUSH her down.” This was a three camera show filmed live
in front of a studio audience—you had to keep going and cut for only the most exceptional
circumstances, so I was very, very nervous about the scene. When show time came around,
however, I took George’s advice and a rather surprised Vivian Vance submitted to the power of
the werewolf.
Later in the show we were to have a monster hoe-down and then scatter at the sight of a
mouse on the floor, each of us ghouls fleeing in different directions. There was a gag earlier on
where Lucy and Vivian look into a mirror and it breaks along with the wall behind it; that hole
was my assigned exit spot. As I moved about the set during filming, though, I could see that a
sturdy plank nailed to the back of the breakaway wall to keep it in one piece during rehearsals
hadn’t been removed, and it spanned the opening I was to jump through. We got closer and
closer to the time I was to leap out of that hole and all I could think about was that plank. Should
I call “cut” when the time comes? After all, crashing through a nailed-in plank was absolutely
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work for a stunt man. No—I figured I’d rather take my chances with the laws of physics than
incur the wrath of Lucy.
The cue came: “Mouse!” I hurled toward the gap in the wall and went into my best Davey
Sharp leap. In mid-air I could see that someone had removed the plank—whew! What I DIDN’T
see was the stage brace that stopped me cold in mid-flight. Kathy was in the audience that night
and said I looked like a sack of flour smacking into a brick wall.
The first one over to me was Lucy, asking if I was OK. I was seeing stars and my shoulder
was numb, but I got to my feet. Unfortunately, the “hoe-down” fiddle I was carrying was crushed
and my tuxedo jacket tore up the side. We still had to film inserts that night, so a prop man and
costumer had to be roused from bed for replacements, and we finished shooting at 2:30 AM.
A few weeks later I got my check, but instead of the “scale” wage of $150 that I expected,
the check was for over $700. I called the studio to tell them about the mistake, but they said Lucy
was so pleased with the fact that I went ahead with the scene rather than yelling “cut” that she
made sure I got the stunt adjustment on my pay. I love Lucy.
In 1966 Kogar was booked on “My Three Sons” through agent Mary Grady, mother of one
of the titular sons, Don Grady. Though people have talked about how aloof Fred MacMurray
could be on the set of that show, I found him to be quite outgoing and friendly to me, a schmoe
in a Gorilla outfit. He brought up the name Charlie Gemora and we ended up talking for quite a
long time about the techniques Charlie had shared with me and how I’d patterned my suit after
his. He was very interested in the mechanics of the whole thing, so he went to the director, James
V. Kern, and suggested expanding my very small bit in a dream sequence. He and Kern worked
out a very funny bit and Kogar ended up with a quite substantial part.
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Mary Grady also represented Butch Patrick, “Eddie Munster” of “The Munsters,” and there
was talk of giving the “Eddie” character an appropriately bizarre pet—like a housebroken gorilla,
for instance. It looked like I’d get the gig, so Butch and I were booked for a personal appearance
at a mall opening in Phoenix, Arizona. We were up on a small stage, Butch signing autographs
with me at the end of a leash, his pet. Occasionally I’d venture to the edge of the stage and give a
big snort and the kids would all scream and scatter—that was fun, no doubt about it. Toward the
end of our appearance I could see a little commotion out in the crowd out of the corner of my eye
but didn’t give it too much thought. When we walked back to the dressing room we were met by
a group of security guards and police officers; “Do you want to press charges?”
“What? Why?” I replied.
“Well, we grabbed up a kid with a spray bottle filled with lye. He was planning to squirt it in
your eyes.” The kid was about 12 years old and said he “just wanted to see what the gorilla
would do.” I didn’t press charges, but the mall did.
Unfortunately, “The Munsters” was cancelled a week later, so Kogar’s big break would have
to wait. Still, I kept busy throughout the balance of the ‘60s and into the ‘70s with television
appearances as Kogar on “Laugh-In,” “Truth or Consequences,” and improvisational promos
with the master for “The Wacky World of Jonathon Winters,” just to name a few.
In 1971 I was part of a strolling gorilla act at the newly opened Magic Mountain in Los
Angeles. Art Laing was a wonderful performer who played Kogar’s trainer, and we worked out
an act where Kogar would be hauled around the park in a cage pulled behind an electric car.
We’d stop at various areas where people were gathered, at which point Art—decked out in a
complete “great explorer” ensemble—would begin his spiel.
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“Ladies and gentlemen, I want you to go ahead and look closely at the fierce creature in this
solid steel cage. He is perhaps the most vicious animal in nature, but we have absolutely nothing
to fear because I wield this authority stick.” Art brandished a rubber hose at me and I’d cower in
the corner of the cage. As Art continued his speech, spectators would get closer and closer to get
a better look, and I’d suddenly grab at the “authority stick.” “Oh no! He’s never done that
before! This has never happened before! I don’t know what’s the matter with him!” I’d begin
raging around the shake the cage just so—and the rigged door would suddenly swing open.
Art and I would simultaneously “notice” the open door, and I’d begin striding toward it.
Pandemonium! “Oh no! Let’s get him back to the compound! The beast is getting loose! Drive!”
Art would prod me back through the open door with the “authority stick,” and then the guy
behind the wheel of the electric car hauling Kogar’s cage hit the gas and we’d speed away. We
really frightened people; you could tell where we’d been by the half-eaten corn dogs and spilled
soda’s scattered on the ground. Sometimes you’d see babies in their strollers left all alone as the
parents streaked away. Once a guy leapt into a nearby fountain. He claimed he knew for a fact
that gorillas are afraid of water.

Kogar had served me well for many years, but by the mid-70s I was ready for a change. It
seemed to me that the trend was moving toward more cartoonish gorillas, and I was in serious
danger of underemployment if I didn’t keep up with the times.
Enter an extremely talented—and very shy—young man named Rick Baker. I’d met Rick
after he’d read about me in “Famous Monsters of Filmland” and somehow figured out that I had
friends at Don Post Studios. Rick was so shy that he had his dad, Ralph, call Don Post Studios to
pass a message along to me. I called him up and invited the family up to my place.
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Rick was interested in becoming a makeup artist, and on that first visit he brought along
some masks he’d created. I was completely taken aback by what this kid could do—the kind of
results he was achieving, with no outside instruction, were as good or better than that of many
pros already working in the industry. That day I showed him how to do a scar and we concluded
a fun visit with the promise to get together again soon.
The Bakers visited again the next weekend, and Rick brought along some scars he’d done on
his own. He’d deconstructed the samples I’d made for him and created new scars from scratch
that absolutely put mine to shame. If his first visit assured me that Rick was talented, his second
convinced me that he was a budding genius. Kathy and I began a relationship with Rick and his
parents, Ralph and Doris, that we treasure to this day.
Rick’s dream was to work as a Hollywood makeup artist and I tried to do whatever I could to
help him along. In those days there really was no formal way to learn makeup skills, but I’d
picked up a lot of what I knew by acting as a “test head” for artists who were experimenting with
new techniques for upcoming films. I’d also sit for exams given by the makeup artists union.
Applicants who’d made it through pre-screening and written tests would then be tested for their
ability to create—on me—a skull cap, bruise, wrinkle, etc.
Grant Wilson, CBS’s makeup artist, was nice enough to provide guidance and practical tips
to Rick. Grant was a through-and-through union man, so, when Rick turned eighteen he got us a
meeting with a representative that could evaluate his abilities and hopefully put him into an
apprenticeship. We showed up at the appointed time with some of Rick’s samples, and, after a
negligible period spent looking over Rick’s work, the guy basically blew us off; “Nice try. Keep
at it.”
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I was furious. The union was known as a closed shop, but I couldn’t believe they were so
afraid of competition that they would try to dissuade a person so obviously gifted. Many years
before I’d gone to meet with a union rep and was told I simply didn’t have what it takes; I
believed them. Rick, however, took it in stride as one mans opinion and simply worked harder. A
few years later he showed his work to Dick Smith, the legendary makeup genius who, for
example, aged Dustin Hoffman so convincingly in “Little Big Man.” Dick was so taken with
Rick and his work—he told me that he saw something in Rick that he’d never seen before in his
long career—that he invited him to work as an assistant on “The Exorcist.” The rest, as they say,
is history.
In 1973 I mentioned to Rick that I’d like to overhaul Kogar, and he volunteered to do a new
headpiece that reflected the direction I wanted to go. He was beginning a lifelong fascination
with gorillas that would culminate in his incredible creations for films like the 1976 remake of
“King Kong,” “Greystoke,” “Gorillas in the Mist,” and “Mighty Joe Young.”
The finished product was perfect. Where Kogar promised menace, Rick’s creation was
mischievous and friendly in a childlike way. It was a face designed to instill chuckles rather than
fear. Kathy and Rick also revamped the suit, and Kogar II was born.
It wasn’t long before my new partner would get his lucky break. While attending a night
course on television production, a CBS colleague of mine struck up a conversation with guest
lecturer and television producer Lou Shimer.
“Oh my god, what a day!” he moaned, head in hands. “We’ve got this show with Forrest
Tucker and Larry Storch, and we had a guy lined up to star as the gorilla sidekick, Tracy. But at
the last minute this guy’s agent started jerking us around, and all of the replacements we’ve
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looked at are pitiful. We might have to cancel the whole show.” My friend told Lou his troubles
were over.
Shimer had me in his office the very next morning for an audition in front of various writers
and directors for the series. I could see an immediate positive reaction to my suit. Mark Richards,
the creator and writer of the show, filled me in on the role.
“The character is called Tracy the gorilla. He’s a real gorilla, but he’d love to be a human.
He’s restricted insofar as he can’t talk, but through gestures and pantomime he can emulate
humans.” Then he asked; “If you were Tracy, what would you do?”
I thought for a moment as all eyes in the room studied me. I walked over to a nearby desk,
picked up a copy of “Variety,” and sat down, legs crossed, to read it. They all said, “There’s
Tracy the gorilla!”
Three days later I was doing Filmation’s “Ghostbusters” with the legendary duo of Larry
Storch and Forrest Tucker. They were, of course, very comfortable together after years of honing
their act on “F-Troop.” As the rookie and odd man out, I was a bit worried. I’d heard Forrest,
who was known to one and all as “Tuck,” could be pretty gruff. On the first day of rehearsals I
did all of my schtick as Tracy, but throttled back noticeably when we actually started to shoot.
The director, Norm Abbott (nephew of Abbott and Costello’s Bud Abbott) called a break
and took me aside. “Bob, you were doing great stuff during rehearsals, but when the camera rolls
you’re not giving me the broad action I need.” It was clear to me what was holding me back.
“Norm,” I said, “I’ve got a problem. I’m worried about Tuck and Larry.” He said, “Man, you
better take care of it because we’ve got 15 shows to do!”
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I screwed up my courage and approached Larry and Tuck. “Guys, can I talk to you for a
minute? I’ve got a problem.” Tuck fixed me with a sinister glare and said, “What could
POSSIBLY be your problem?”
At that point, if there would have been a shovel handy I would have created and crawled into
a hole in the ground. I pressed ahead, however. “Norm’s telling me that I’m not doing the
outrageous schtick he wants, and, frankly, I’m concerned about offending you guys by upstaging
you. You’re the stars; I’m just the new guy in the gorilla suit.”
Tuck’s stern expression did not change. “THAT’S your problem?” He looked at Larry and
then back at me. “Listen, I’m too old to worry about that ego crap, and Larry’s too stupid.’ Larry
chimed in with “Yep, yep.” “We’re here to make people laugh,” Tuck continued. “That’s the
whole reason for the show. If you can run around behind me and make faces, then do it! You’re
going to walk off with this show anyway—let it fly!”
Tuck turned out to be craggy on the outside and sweet on the inside, a very generous and
funny person to work with. The day we met he called me Bob; after that I was either “Trace,”
“Tracy” or “the kid.” He and Larry made me feel like I was a valuable part of the team, and in no
time we were all buddies. Larry didn’t drive, so Tuck brought him to the lot in the morning and
I’d give him a lift home at night. He did voices for Filmation cartoons, so we’d spend the ride
home having conversations as barnyard animals and space creatures. If anyone had overheard us
they would’ve thought we were nuts.
I remember Tuck telling me about working on 1958’s “The Crawling Eye,” which he thought
was a hoot. “We were looking at nothing!” he guffawed. “The director would say, ‘Imagine a
giant eye coming at you,’ and all I could think of was a huge eyeball peering at me through a
keyhole.”
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Tuck was also my protector on the set. We were behind schedule from the get-go, so we
churned out a show every two days to make our 15-episode slate. One day I passed out from the
heat and exertion—I was just too enthusiastic about the role, really, to notice exhaustion creeping
up on me. Tuck was the first one over to me to see if I was all right.
“Hey kid,” he said. “Aren’t you supposed to be getting breaks to you can take the suit off and
get some air?”
“Yeah, I guess so…”
“You’re overdoing it. I’m going to lay down some new ground rules.” He gathered the
director and crew around. “Now here’s what we’re going to do: When I think the kid’s tired,
we’re going to take a break I’ll go off to my trailer and have a little drink, and you pop the gorilla
head off the kid and give him some water and air and whatever he needs. Remember, if we kill
him we don’t have a show!”
From then on, Tuck would look at me every now and then and ask, “Are you tired?” and I’d
say, “Well…” and he’d repeat, “ARE YOU TIRED YET?”— and off he’d go to his trailer while
I doffed the head. In fifteen minutes he’d be back, make sure I was OK, and we’d get back to
work.
Without a doubt, the time I spent as Tracy on “Ghostbusters” was the happiest in my life. I
was being paid to work daily doing comedy while portraying a gorilla—a perfect synthesis of my
favorite things in the world. We worked hard, but the camaraderie was tremendous.
Naturally, it couldn’t last long. While CBS wanted a second season of “Ghostbusters” for
1975-76, the production house, Filmation, felt that they faced a budgetary choice between our
show and “The Shazam/Isis Hour.” We ranked number two among new Saturday morning
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programming and “Shazam/Isis” ranked number one; Filmation chose to put all their eggs into
one basket, and our budget was given to the number one show. As I noted to Lou Shimer after
the cancellation, it seemed strange to have your horses place first and second, then shoot the
second place finisher! After “Shazam/Isis” tanked six months later, I may have appeared
prescient.
In another unfortunate circumstance, Filmation sold the videotape masters of all 15 episodes
of “Ghostbusters” to Westinghouse, and they in turn sold them to another party who erased them.
Ten shows have been released for sale on video, but the other five may be lost.
A bit of “Ghostbusters” lives on, though. Tracy became so indelible as my gorilla identity
that the name stuck.

New Chapter/Insert
MAJOR MARS RETURNS

You can’t keep a good Major down.
One day in 1973, me and my friend Tom Scherman, a special effects professional,
spent an afternoon reminiscing about the old days of matinees and Republic serials.
Tommy reminded me of my Major Mars stint and suggested the character would make a
great hero in the tradition of Spy Smasher and Rocket Man. Why not make a Major Mars
movie?
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I picked up the thread immediately. While my original Major Mars was very
mysterious and only partially goofy—I would, for instance, step in a bucket on the way
onstage and do the rest of the show with the bucket on my foot—I thought a new version
should take advantage of the fact that I was older and heavier. I suggested that we
actually show his face and make him comedic, a cross between the arrogance of Oliver
Hardy and the bumbling of Inspector Clouseau. The sort of person who creates chaos
wherever he goes. Tommy agreed. “But let’s make his past and motivations a closed
book,” he said. “We’ll just jump in as if he’s always existed.”
Scherman and I shared the idea with mutual friend Glenn Johnson, a film editor and
actor who had a character of his own called “Captain Movies.” We spent many
afternoons and evenings brainstorming ideas and developing the loose outline of a script
for the spoof. Soon Tommy began to cobble together financing for production of “The
Further Adventures of Major Mars,” and word got around the Hollywood production
community that fun was afoot. Many of the guys I’d befriended when they were just
entering the business were now sought-after effects artists, and they wanted in.
We benefited enormously from the fact that so many professional special effects
people were excited about creating a funny homage to the old Republic serials. One by
one the talent came aboard—animators Jon Berg, David Allen, Jim Danforth, Joe Musso
and Douglas Beswick, artist Mike Minor, model builders Greg Jein and Bill Malone,
pyrotechnics expert Joe Viskocil, and on and on. These were craftsmen that we could
never dream of affording on our budget, but they did it for the pure fun—and they could
do magic with very little in the way of materials and money.
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Tom Scherman created all of the detailed miniature landscapes and model spaceships
for the production, using as his template the familiar “model on a wire” constructs seen in
Flash Gordon and Buck Rogers films. Major Mars himself “flew” with a helmet device
influenced by Republic Pictures’ Rocket Man. For the streamlined headgear, Tommy
found a set of fiberglass cowls used to cover airplane engines for the winter. He
customized three of them: one for Major Mars; one for his sidekick, Sparky; and a stunt
helmet for the Major Mars’ big entrance through the closed window of his headquarters.
The production started and stopped as our finances permitted. A portion of the liveaction material was shot in 1973, while special effects and the remaining studio material
were completed in 1976 when more money became available. I have an especially vivid
recollection of a shot in the cockpit of Major Mars’ spacecraft during which Joe
Viskocil—who went on to demolish the Death Star in “Star Wars” as well as the White
House and the Empire State Building in “Independence Day—nearly added Bob Burns to
his resume under “Things I Blew Up.”
It was a scene where I’m holding a space weapon in the cockpit, and they’d rigged
the head of the gun with a reflective flood lamp, or “Chinese hat.” The effect was simple
enough; a wire ran down from the flood lamp and through my jacket to an off-set switch,
where a powder charge in the lamp could be set off on cue. Joe packed the end of the gun
with powder, and as we got closer and closer to the take he’d keep adding more and more
powder—I was getting nervous, but he kept telling me to relax.
What none of us remembered were the little heat dispersal holes at the bottom of the
“Chinese hat.” When the piece was appended to the end of my “space gun,” the holes
were left uncovered. So I played the scene, and the gag is that I get so flustered at the
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thought of “Dr. Evil” kidnapping “Marcia” that I pull the trigger of the weapon
prematurely. At the moment the charge went off, the business end of the gun was right
next to my head; the powder ignited and flames escaped out of the little holes in the
lamp-piece. I felt some heat but didn’t know anything was wrong until Tommy walked
up to me and said, “Geez, Bob—your eyebrows are kind of gone!” We were fortunate
that this particular shot was saved for last.
To this day, when I see Joe Viskocil I call him by a nickname no one else is allowed
to use: “Boom Boom”—one for each eyebrow.
Tommy and I insisted that the feature be shot on professional format 35mm film, and
the talent deployed on everything from set design to stunt work gives “The Further
Adventure of Major Mars” an expensive sheen—the film’s final look belies its minuscule
$10,000 budget. Kicking off with appropriately sonorous narration, courtesy of a perfect
one-take reading by Charlie Dougdale, my co-worker at CBS KNXT-TV, and concluding
with a surprise ending that “breaks the fourth wall” both literally and symbolically,
“Major Mars” clocks in at a crisp, well-paced seven minutes that plays well even today. I
portray the Major as blissfully unaware of his shortcomings, and Glenn Johnson as
Sparky makes the perfect straight man.
A typical exchange occurs after Major Mars crashes headlong through the closed
window of his Rocky Mountain Headquarters:
Sparky: Gee whiz, Major Mars! Are you okay?
Major Mars: Sparky—who left the window to the headquarters closed? I could
have been hurt real bad!
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Sparky: Gosh, Major Mars, I think you did…
Major Mars: Well, it really doesn’t matter who left it closed. The important thing
is I could have been killed—see that it doesn’t happen again!

We had some contacts at the major networks, so “Major Mars” made the rounds as
the premise to a potential series. It was received well, but every production proposal
contained typical Hollywood caveats that held no appeal to our team. NBC wanted it, but
as a vehicle for up-and-comer John Candy. The Osmond Family production company
was ready to sign on the dotted line, but only if they could replace Glenn Johnson as
Sparky. Glenn was willing to step aside in order for Tommy to see a return on his
investment, but Tom and I agreed that “Major Mars” would be sold only if all three of us
were involved.
Our best prospect turned out to be my own employer, CBS, who took a six-month
option on the property—without payment to us, since I was an employee of the network.
They showed the clip at The Preview House, a venue they used to test potential television
pilots, and I got wind of promising developments. It was supposed to be a secret, but a
friend of mine worked there and snuck out a report: “You didn’t hear this from me, but
CBS screened your movie last night and the response was great—lots of laughs, and the
preview cards were very positive!”
Unfortunately, though they very much liked the idea and execution, CBS simply
didn’t know what to do with Major Mars. No one could decide if ‘Major Mars’ was
supposed to be a kids show or aimed at adults. These were the days before “Pee Wee’s
Playhouse” and “The Simpsons,” and back then cartoons and hero shows were for
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children and nighttime comedies were for adults. In the end, CBS simply let their option
run out.
In the intervening years, I’ve regularly screened “The Further Adventures of Major
Mars” as part of my presentation as guest at many genre conventions. Consequently,
Major Mars has become somewhat beloved by fans of serials and sci-fi films. There have
been statuettes, model kits, paintings, and action figures produced in the Major’s image,
and his fan-produced merchandise shares space on convention exhibitor’s tables next to
that of The Lone Ranger, Captain Marvel and Superman. What could be more flattering?
Alumni of the 1976 Major Mars feature—many of whom now have multiple
Academy Awards under their belts—regularly approach me with dreams of producing
another “episode” of the hero’s adventures for the new millennium. I just laugh; Major
Mars is a very old man, and I doubt he’d have the strength to fire up his helmet rockets,
much less battle bad guys.
Still, with special effects so advanced today there may be a way for my alter ego to
swing back into action. Will Major Mars don his trusty rocket helmet once again to
continue his fight against the forces of evil? What sort of new technology could he bring
to the struggle? Is the lease on his secret Rocky Mountain headquarters paid up? Will his
uniform pants still fit?
Tune in next week …
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TEXT
To accompany CHRIS WALAS SPREAD OF PHOTOS (FLY, GREMLINS,
ETC.)
I was glad to give Bob my “souvenirs” when I finally closed my effects shop. The reasons
were simple. Of course, seeing Bob begging and whimpering for them on the floor helped, but I
knew he’d keep these memories together and that they would actually be seen and enjoyed rather
than just sit somewhere in storage. More importantly, Bob could tell the truth behind them and
the films they were in rather than just repeat the mostly made up publicity that fans read in
magazines and see on television. Bob cares. He cares about his collection and he cares about the
people that helped make it happen.
On the other hand, Bob is also a dirty low-down skunk. Knowing full well that I was an avid
Marx playset collector, when I finally did get over to his house and we played one-up manship
with playsets, I was floored when he brought out a beautiful Buck Rogers playset. It was
fantastic, all the character figures, accessories and a full tin litho building. I was aghast! I’d never
even HEARD of this set. I had to know where it came from. Well, in true Bob Burns fashion, he
was merciless and tormented me for what seemed like weeks before admitting that the set had
been handmade by an artist friend, Ron Lizorty. I’ll never forgive Bob for making me look
goofy—of course, I can always remind him of the time he emptied out a quiet restaurant in
Tokyo when he ate the lard ...but that’s another story.
Suffice it to say Bob is one of a kind. Fandom and the entertainment industry owe him a debt
of gratitude for his tireless archiving of the films of a lifetime and his willingness to share all that
information and for keeping the magic alive. Thanks, ya big lug.
-

Chris Walas, (bio line)
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CHAPTER 6: Halloween
I realize that I stand in the minority when I say that my favorite holiday isn’t one of the giftgiving events or even one that grants us a four-day weekend. For me, the center of the year has
always been October 31st—Halloween.
By this point in the book I’m sure that surprises no one. After all, Halloween is a one-day
license for make believe—for the period surrounding “all hallow’s eve,” everyone is interested in
the same things that I am every other day of the year!
When I was little Halloween was a joyous event. My friends and I planned our costumes
weeks—even months—in advance, and the neighborhoods would swarm with candy-seeking
ghouls and goblins on the appointed night.
I can also remember attending school on costume day our first year in California, wearing a
store-bought Mickey Mouse outfit. For some reason that costume was the hit of the day; kids
followed me everywhere I went, and when we had our grand costume parade I was put at the
head of the line. For a guy who was used to being ostracized (my “Okie” accent was the source
of incessant teasing) it was quite an experience to be that popular, even temporarily.
The glory days of Halloween were before “razors in apples” warnings and the necessity of
daylight trick-or-treating. It was a simpler time that is perhaps gone forever. Since becoming an
approximate “grown-up,” I’ve tried to bring back a bit of the fun I remember for the kids in our
neighborhood. At first, it was just a matter of answering the door as Frankenstein’s monster or
Dracula; the kids who stood their ground rather than fleeing got candy. In 1967 Kathy and I
decorated our entire living room in a Frankenstein’s lab motif, complete with test tubes and a
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crackling Jacob’s ladder electrical apparatus (which, by the way, played havoc with the
television reception of my neighbors). When kids rang the bell at the front porch, the door
opened slowly to reveal a huge portrait of Bela Lugosi and a dummy of Glenn Strange as the
monster on an operating table. Kathy, dressed in a ghoulish white shroud, handed out the candy.
When everyone had gotten his or her goodies, I’d leap out from behind a door in a Mr. Hyde
mask and the kids would scatter in all directions. We noticed that many of them would come
back for “seconds” with their uninitiated friends.
My friends Tommy Scherman and Dennis Muren, both visual effects aces, had seen my little
tableaus and offered to help me create something a bit more elaborate. We decided on a take-off
of “This Island Earth,” with our living room becoming the interior of a spaceship with a porthole
overlooking the surface of Metaluna. Trick or treaters were menaced by our reproduction of that
film’s mutant. The kids loved it, and Tommy and Dennis thought it was so much fun that we
followed up the next year with a giant tentacled “Goombah” alien on my house’s roof. The
creature had two puppeteers inside who controlled a moving eye and mouth. When a kid on the
sidewalk would point or say something, the “Goombah” could roll his eye in that direction. Our
living room was rigged to appear as though one of the alien’s tentacles had burrowed inside and
claimed a victim, which was a dummy controlled by model-maker David Allen. It was fantastic.
Thus began a decade-plus escalation of Halloween shows with a growing crew of Hollywood
effects experts doing their best to scare my neighborhood and surrounding community to death.
After a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-themed show in 1971, the crowds and set-ups had gotten to the
point where Kathy kicked us out of the house—which only expanded our ambition. With the
whole backyard and driveway to work with we could get even more outrageous. Visitors had to
pass through the mouth of a giant gorilla head at the front of my driveway, painted by Mike
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Minor, in order to experience a reprise of the “Kogar Escapes” routine Art Laing and I
performed so often at Magic Mountain. Rick Baker had recently built his first gorilla costume
and split the role of Kogar with me. This show, like every one since “Jekyll and Hyde,” had a
small plotline that led to a “boo” moment designed to clear the show for the next group.
1973’s theme was “Forbidden Planet,” and the main attraction was Robby the Robot, built
from scratch by Bill Malone,who was at that point a mask designer for Don Post (and eventually
acquired the real Robby). I have a number of Disney animator Josh Meador’s sketches of the
“Id” creature, and artist Bob Alvarez drew “in-betweens” of missing frames so we could backproject the giant monster right into our set.
Our Halloween antics quickly got the attention of local news affiliates, and a cover story in
“Starlog” magazine entitled “Hollywood Halloween” made our little shows notorious across the
country. In 1979 actors from the new movie “Alien” were at CBS doing publicity for the film,
and I asked the 20th Century Fox PR person accompanying them who I could approach in order
to do an “Alien” themed show. To my surprise, I got a call within the week from a Fox
representative. They’d heard of us and thought the idea of getting press for “Alien” through our
event was a good one. Since the film had just been released, he explained, Fox had a few
guidelines that we had to observe—all of which seemed very reasonable. Then he dropped the
real bombshell.
“We just got a shipment of ‘Alien’ props from Shepperton Studios in England,” he said. “We
don’t usually do this sort of thing, but why don’t you come down and see if there’s something
you could use for the show?”
I was at the 20th Century Fox offices in the blink of an eye. My contact took me to a
warehouse area where all of this amazing stuff was laid out. “Take whatever you need,” he said.
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Not wanting to appear greedy, I tried to limit myself to the absolute essentials; a jacket, some
weapons and a really nifty “alien detector” that had lights and sound. I was about to gratefully
leave with my booty when the guy stopped me; “Don’t you want the mechanical ‘face hugger’?”
Well—if you insist.
The set we built for “Alien” was amazing. My driveway became an enclosed corridor that led
to a larger space wherein our actor—Walter Koenig of “Star Trek” fame—would portray a
menaced space explorer. The small space vividly recreated the sense of claustrophobia that
pervades “Alien,” the movie.
To build our actual Alien costume, we had very little to go on in terms of visual reference.
The film was still in early release, and 20th Century wanted to keep their monster mysterious for
as long as possible. The studio was able to provide an Alien target-type licensed game that was
due for release in a few months. The small illustration used in the game was the only picture of
the Alien that we had. Fortunately, we were able to borrow the movie costume’s headpiece from
Don Post Studios, since they had it on loan to create a mass-market mask.
The storyline for our show was one of our creepiest; a group is led down the long, dimly lit
“spaceship corridor” to a larger “junction space.” We placed the mechanical “face hugger” in a
clear case set into the corridor wall, looking to our unsuspecting visitors like a static display.
When one or more people would move closer to investigate, we’d make it suddenly wriggle
violently—always good for a jolt. Once the group is assembled at the end of the corridor, a door
opens and Walter enters, guided by the “alien detector” he carries and disembodied “voicelink”
communications with crewmates (the voices of Kathy Burns and Dorothy Fontana). He starts up
a ladder and is suddenly attacked by a “face hugger” which he throws off. While he regains his
composure back on the ground, voices on his radio warn that the creature is getting closer.
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Suddenly, a “SCREECH”—he’s accidentally stepped on the cat. As he, and the audience, breath
a sigh of relief, his crewmates voice breaks in on the intercom; “It’s still registering!” We hear a
CRASH behind Walter, and he walks away to investigate. Shadows appear in the direction he’s
heading; as he gets farther and farther away from the audience he checks his alien detector
apparatus again and it swings him back around to face the audience. Then, with unerring timing,
Walter looks just over the heads of the assembled “victims” and shouts, “Oh my God!”
Immediately, a very loud alien SCREECH blasts from above and behind the audience’s head and
they turn in time to see lights illuminate the Alien himself, mere feet above and moving toward
them. Then—lights out! During the moments of darkness, hidden crewmembers spray atomizers
of warm water into the crowd.
After a suitable period—usually five seconds—the lights come back up and Walter thanks
the audience. Most are pressed up against the walls of the corridor, and many are certain they
were slimed by the monster as he passed—an illusion created by the warm water atomizers. The
“Alien” had actually retreated back into a secret alcove when the lights went out.
A group of 20th Century Fox execs showed up to take in the show—and, I’m certain, make
sure we’d adhered to the guidelines they asked for. They were mightily impressed with what they
saw and showered compliments on our little assemblage. One of the men noted sourly that they
had multi-million dollar films in production where the sets didn’t look as good as our backyard
stuff. I simply told him, “You hired the wrong crew!”

>SIDEBAR “Alien Invasion” – With pictures<
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After striking the Alien set I called my new friend at 20th Century Fox to arrange to
return the props they’d loaned us.
“We heard you have a collection of movie props and plan to open a museum
someday, is that true?” he asked.
“Sure,” I answered. “That’s my goal.”
“You know what, your Halloween show was amazing. You did everything we asked
of you and really helped promote the film. As long as you sign some papers that assure us
that you won’t sell or reuse the props in another film, why don’t you keep the stuff for
your collection? In fact, if you want, we have some other stuff you can have as well.”
Wow! I took the day off from work when the props were scheduled to arrive so I
could accept delivery of what I thought would be a few boxes.
It turned out I’d vastly underestimated what “some other stuff” meant. First, an
enormous crane pulled up in front of my house, followed by two semitrailers filled with
very large crates. It was truly overwhelming—I had to call Kathy so she could come
home to see the crane hoisting giant boxes over our house and depositing them into the
back yard. Alien invasion indeed!

SIDEBAR: DOROTHY (D.C.) FONTANA MEMORIES
The Burns Halloween Show has been a source of fun and delight for me since I first
heard about it from friends. In the beginning, I was only a spectator, as I didn't have the time
to work on the show—and I enjoyed being in the audience for both “The Exorcist” and “The
War of the Worlds.” The spaceship that "crashed" into the back of the Burns home for the
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“W.O.W” show towered thirty feet off the ground at the top of its tail fin and could be seen
by low-flying aircraft - to the alarm of their pilots!
The first show I actually worked on was “The Time Machine.” What an experience—to
actually help restore the original machine to a pristine state. It was like saving a wonderful
antique and watching it come back to life under a loving restoration team. Just as beautiful
was the "sphinx" backdrop exquisitely painted by Mike Minor. And what a disappointment to
be dropped by flu on the night the Burns team put the show on! I did catch up to it several
months later when a camera crew taped the performance for Bob's Halloween reel.
The two shows that have special memories for me were the last two—“Alien” and
“Creature from the Black Lagoon.” On”Alien,” Mike Minor designed an extremely complex
and "nurny" filled set of corridors and main area that depicted the Nostromo ship. And
everything had to be painted black. I noticed one of the guys working on the Alien suit had a
terrific t-shirt I had never seen before. It featured the Id Monster from “Forbidden Planet”
(one of my all-time favorite sci-fi movies), and I complimented him on it. And thought no
more about it. Another day, I had finished painting everything black that I had been assigned
and was looking around for something else to do. Kathy Burns suggested I help out the guys
working on the Alien suit. I wandered back and asked one of them what I could do to help.
One of them, who introduced himself as Dennis Skotak, said I could cut out some foam
rubber which would constitute the basic material of the alien backbone.... and that led to our
starting to date... and our getting married two years later. In October. Close to
Halloween—our favorite season.
“Creature from the Black Lagoon” featured another complex set from Mike Minor - this
time a multi-tunneled cave and a pool. During the early part of the show, helpers (including
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me and Denny) were stationed behind the plywood tunnel walls. On cue, we had to start an
irregular pounding on the walls, which simulated a surprisingly authentic sounding
"earthquake." This usually startled the daylights out of the audience. One person whom we
scared a little too much was a young and lovely Japanese newspaper reporter who was
interviewing Bob in the set as he explained the show. We "set off" the earthquake and were
horrified to realize the reporter was terrified—shaking and crying—because her fear of
earthquakes was so great, and she thought it was real. The bad news was we had really scared
her. The good news was it was a great effect!
We haven't done any more shows since “Creature,” but there is a network of friends in
place, including me and Dennis, who keep urging Bob to do more—because the shows not
only offered clean, exciting and fun entertainment to everyone who visited, but they were
done in a spirit of camaraderie and teamwork that made them joyful and marvelous.
- Dorothy Fontana (bio line)

>SIDEBAR “The Time Machine” – With pictures<
The most star-crossed prop in my collection, and the one most precious to so many visitors,
is the Time Machine.
Around 1951, two years after first meeting George Pal on the set of “Destination Moon,” I
saw the director at a screening and got up the nerve to reintroduce myself. To my surprise, he
remembered me and the circumstances of our first encounter. We chatted for a bit, and I told him
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that I’d love to talk to him sometime at length about his great work. Again he surprised me;
“Well, here’s my number at the studio. Give me a call.”
We talked for at least half an hour during my first phone call to him. He told me about his
next film, “War of the Worlds,” and flattered me immensely by asking my opinion of some ideas
he had for the project. We kept in touch from that point on, speaking on the phone about once a
week.
In the early seventies MGM had an auction of their props. I attended with $1000 I’d scraped
together and every intention of going home with my Holy Grail, the Time Machine. Almost
immediately the price shot up to $4000, way out of my league. I was absolutely heartsick and left
before the final bid. I heard it was sold to a traveling show for between $8000 and $10,000.
When we spoke on the phone after the auction, however, George was his usual optimistic self;
“Some day you will own the Time Machine,” he said matter of factly. “Don’t give up hope.”
In 1975, a friend of prop builder Tommy Scherman was in an Orange, California thrift shop
looking for interesting items when he caught sight of the familiar big dish of the machine in the
back of the store. It was in rough condition and the chair was gone, but I made an offer to the
owner of the store. When I called George to tell him I finally had the Time Machine, he simply
said, “Of course you do—don’t ever doubt me.”
George had given me a set of the Time Machine’s plans years earlier, so, with the help of
Dennis Muren, Tom Scherman, Mike Minor, Dorothy Fontana, TV Producer Mark Richards and
Lynn Barker, we completely rebuilt the prop in time to produce a Halloween show entitled “The
Return of the Time Machine.” David Gerrold—most famous as the writer of “The Trouble with
Tribbles” for Star Trek—scripted the show in exchange for getting to play the Time Traveler
along with Charlie Dugdale.
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It was a special treat for all of us when George Pal came by to see our show and the
refurbished Time Machine. We asked him to take a seat behind the controls for a picture or two,
and he admitted that he’d never sat in the Time Machine before—he was too busy to do so
during production of the movie. To this day one of my favorite pictures is the one we took that
night of George Pal seated in his brainchild, pulling the control lever and smiling a huge smile.
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>MIKE MINOR spread/section with pictures<
I’ve met many creative souls in my life, but none more vital and vibrant than Mike Minor.
We met in 1960 when Mike sought me out as a fellow George Pal fan after reading that I was
a big fan of Pal’s work. On his first visit he brought over armloads of drawings, paintings and
models inspired by images in Pal films; he’d created everything from memory, and I was
shocked at how perfect they were. After a great visit filled with animated exchanges he insisted
on leaving all of that artwork with me, saying nonchalantly that he could always do them again.
Our friendship spanned 28 years. He contributed to our ill-fated magazine, “Fantastic
Monsters of the Films,” and became a real driving force behind some of our best Halloween
shows. His concepts and designs made the magic.
In fact, Mike’s ability to communicate astounding visions via black paper and colored
pencils—his “magic pencils,” I called them—was almost supernatural. That was the way he did
his conceptualizing and sketching; for Mike it was all about coaxing colors through a black void
until suddenly—and magically—a multi-dimensional work of art appeared. I remember one
particular evening we spent listening to audiotapes of movie soundtracks. Mike was intently
sketching on his black paper, the magic pencils hard at work. In a matter of minutes he’d created
three scenes from three movies: “War of the Worlds,” “The Day the Earth Stood Still,” and
“Destination Moon.” “Tape boxes need colorful sleeves just like record sleeves,” he said. Before
the night was over he’d completed 20 scenes and mounted them with black tape on the boxes.
Mike’s vision found expression through his work for dozens of television and movie projects,
but he made perhaps his most indelible mark as art director for “Star Trek II: The Wrath of
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Khan.” It was Mike who conceived the Genesis Planet effect, and his carefully plotted nebula
space battle between the Enterprise and Reliant—inspired by the tense submarine combat in
films like “Run Silent, Run Deep”—represents arguably the most memorable sequence in the
Trek franchise’s history. His storyboards for these and the rest of the special effects scenes in
“Khan” were so incredibly detailed and precise that Industrial Light and Magic was able to
deliver the effects shots in record time. Mike conveyed his vision incredibly well.
When Mike Minor died in 1988 Kathy and I were devastated. His enthusiasm and energy
were so much a part of our lives that we wondered whether there was a way to fill the space he
left.
But then something wonderful occurred. My birthday happened to fall eight days after Mike
died, and the occasion merely reminded me how much I missed Mike; he was big on birthdays
and always made them special for his friends. I was ready to mark the day by feeling sorry for
myself, but Kathy insisted that I spend time with our friends. On the drive to the restaurant we
could see broken dark gray clouds in a sky of rich cobalt blue that faded into soft velvet. The
clouds seemed to be ringed with silver, and the sun was a huge orange ball, right out of “When
Worlds Collide.” Rays of light emanated in all directions as ribbons of pink. It was breathtaking,
a once in a lifetime sight. Kathy said, “You see! Mike didn’t forget your birthday.”
And I’ll never forget Mike and his magic pencils.
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CHAPTER 7: Kong and Kin (or this can be treated as a spread devoted to KONG, SON OF
KONG and MIGHTY JOE YOUNG)
As a person who once made a living portraying apes, I naturally look up to the greatest of
them all, King Kong. (But, then again, who doesn’t look UP to a 40-ft tall gorilla?) However,
having had the opportunity to spend a couple of extremely uncomfortable days portraying him, I
think I’ll stick with Kogar and Tracy as alter egos.
The first time I saw “King Kong” was during its third re-release in 1947, when I was 12
years-old. I sat there with my jaw dropping to the floor. It was thrilling—the music, the
overblown 30’s-style acting, and, of course, the sight of a giant gorilla wrestling with prehistoric
beasts. I’d never see anything like it in my life.
I found out about stop-motion animation much later. The concept is deceptively simple;
onscreen motion is simulated by photographing, frame by frame, the incremental movements of
small articulated models. The animator poses his figure, shoots a frame, then makes tiny
adjustments to the figures limbs and expression, then shoots another frame, and repeats over and
over and over again. When all of these still frames are played back, “persistence of vision”
creates the illusion of movement. Even with modern video playback to gauge exact placements
and provide instant footage of work as it’s happening, stop-motion animation is an incredibly
meticulous and complex process—you can imagine how much harder it was to create realistic
footage in the early 1930’s. At the beginning of each animation scene, the technicians working
on “King Kong” had to replace each light on the miniature set; if one were to burn out, all work
would have to start over because the intensity of a replacement would not match. In fact, it was
necessary to animate entire scenes without a break—no matter how long it took—because
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continuity would be ruined by lights that re-ignited at different brightnesses and plants that
withered or bloomed on the miniature sets. These imperceptible changes would be jarringly
obvious when the footage was later screened.
Because of the laborious nature of stop-motion animation, it was impossible to eliminate all
visual errors. “Kong” is full of scenes where you can see some of the animator’s tools and aids in
the frame. If you freeze-frame the sequence where Kong fights the T. Rex, you can clearly see
metal rods holding the puppets in position. Of course, in a moviehouse these frames would be
going by at 24 frames per second—pretty fast—so small errors were pretty much unnoticeable
by audiences of the day.
The key to making all of the magic happen was Willis O’Brien—or “Obie,” as he was more
commonly called. Though people had done simple animation before him, Obie is regarded as the
pioneer. He had an uncanny knack of making his stop-motion characters appear to be living,
breathing animals. He was extremely meticulous and demanded the same out of all of the
animators who worked for him. One of his most famous and gifted “pupils” is Ray Harryhausen,
who began his career working with Obie on “Mighty Joe Young.”
I didn’t know Obie well, but I pretty much idolized him because of his work on “Kong,”
“Son of Kong,” and “Mighty Joe Young.” I remember well the day in 1956 that a friend of mine
and I were talking about favorite films and I brought up “King Kong.” He nonchalantly said to
me, “Oh, I know the guy who did that movie—Willis O’Brien. Would you be interested in
meeting him?” Oh my God, yes!
We went over to the workshop he shared with his associate, Pete Peterson, where he was
animating a train-attack sequence for “Black Scorpion.” My friend introduced us and left me
there for the afternoon, watching Obie at work. He was a very quiet, business-like man, but very
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pleasant. The small train model he was working with had teeny little paper “people” cutouts in
the windows, and he explained to me that he was actually animating those as well as the
attacking scorpions. It was a fascinating afternoon, to say the least.

[Sidebar/captions with KONG HEAD pics]
While “King Kong” may be the world’s best-known simian, not so widely known
is the fact that there were two earlier versions of the Kong puppet created for the
picture by master sculptor Marcel Delgado. One early rendition made Kong look
more human, and another made him appear to be an evolutionary “missing link.”
Both were scrapped in favor of a final design that borrows elements of both
approaches. {PICTURES}

The final production of “King Kong” uses two distinctly different heads for its
title character (three if you count the full-scale head-and-chest constructed for closeups and native-chomping.) One of the puppet heads has a longer face and was used in
the two key Skull Island sequences: When Kong confronts the explorers trapped on a
log bridge, and when he wrestles the Tyrannosaurus. The other head, with a rounder
face and bigger brow, was used in the balance of the Skull Island scenes and all of the
New York scenes.
The difference in head shape is due to the fact that, as a cost-saving measure,
Obie and Marcel incorporated into the final film test footage that they had prepared to
help sell the idea of “King Kong” to RKO executives. It’s believed that Cooper
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thought the earlier long-faced Kong looked too human and instructed Marcel to sculpt
the round-face version for the rest of the film. {PICTURES}

My chance to portray the greatest ape of them all came in the mid-70s, when Universal
Pictures was competing with Paramount to create a remake of “King Kong.” I got involved
because my friend Chris Mueller (a sculptor who created, among other great work, the “Creature
from the Black Lagoon” beast) was working at Universal at the time and had heard that they
were interested in using a man in an ape suit. He recommended me, and I got the call to come
down to the studio to shoot some tests. If I had any idea what I was about to get involved with, I
would have told them I was busy washing my hair that day.
I decided to use the opportunity make a pitch for stop motion animation. A few years earlier,
in 1971, I helped animator David Allen put together a very short test reel showing King Kong
battling bi-planes atop the Empire State Building. Allen was a brilliant artist and animator—he
did, for example, the Pillsbury Doughboy commercials—and he created a dead-on rendition of
Kong for the test. Being an old film editor, I was able to cut in excerpts from the original “Kong”
soundtrack so the appropriate roars and airplane buzzes were cued nicely. Since David had used
his employer’s studio facilities for the work, he allowed them to include the test footage on their
promotional reel. The folks from Volkswagon took one look at it and said, “We have to have
Kong in our commercial!” [Sequence of stills from Davis Allen test and VW commercial here].
David had given me the gorgeous test Kong for my collection, and I took the puppet with me
to Universal—which is a good illustration of my career sense, since I was, in effect, trying to get
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myself replaced. I showed the model to the “suits” and they thought it was amazing. And, of
course, far too costly. “It’ll be much better to do it with a guy in an ape outfit,” they decreed.
What I didn’t know at the time was that Universal had animator Jim Danforth on the payroll as a
consultant, and he was getting the same response as me.
So I showed up on the set at the appointed time, ready to do my finest Kong impression.
Right away there were indications that I was in for a strange experience. First of all, they decided
they didn’t want to use my gorilla outfit, so they got the Bigfoot costume from “The Six Million
Dollar Man” and put it on me. This thing was made for wrestler Andre the Giant, so they had to
fold up the arms and legs—it really looked awful.
But that was nothing compared to the mask situation. Since Universal wouldn’t expend the
money necessary to do a cast of my head, the makeup man was forced to sculpt an ape on an
existing head cast of actor Joe Don Baker. He’s a big guy. I’m big rotund, but Baker is big
GIANT. The mask was way too large and kept popping loose. But they had a solution; a new
kind of adhesive—the kind of stuff made for holding artificial limbs in place—was slathered on
my face to hold the mask securely. At the end of the day they had to destroy the mask to get it
off and my face ended up looking like hamburger for weeks.
Once suited up, I was led to a miniature jungle and beach set where we ran through some
takes. I was to walk through the waist-high “trees” to a clearing and pick up a Barbie doll that
represented Ann Darrow. I thought I did pretty well, but the director came over after my first
attempt to give me some insight into my approach.
“That was fine,” he said. “But on this next take can you kind of shake and jiggle a lot so it
looks like animation?” Honest—he actually said that.
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I laughed under that mask the majority of both days I was there. They had all kinds of wacky
ideas. They considered, for instance, hiring an amputee actor to allow for shorter gorilla legs.
While that particular brainstorm never came to be, an art director had decided that they could
save some money by building their miniature sets at an even smaller scale, so they hired a little
person in a small ape suit along with me to alternate takes as King Kong. Unfortunately, the
“trees” that made up the soundstage jungle, waist-high on me, towered over the little person and
he was invisible as he rumbled through the underbrush. All the camera captured was the
occasional rustling branch and stirring bush until mini-Kong emerged in the clearing. As I stood
off to the side waiting my turn, I overheard Clifford Stein, who was Universal’s head effects
cinematographer for many years, mutter under his breath, “I don’t know why I ever came out of
retirement to do this piece of crap.” [“Spy Photos” from Bob’s test here]
I never saw any of the stuff that we shot on the two days I worked, and I’m sure everyone
involved made sure every foot of film was destroyed. I learned later that Universal and
Paramount were in a dead heat to get competing versions of “King Kong” on screen. Universal
seemed to have the better script, a period-piece written by Bo Goldman, and enjoyed the support
of Kong aficionados who lobbied for a version evocative of the original. However, after much
legal back-and-forth, Universal aborted its Kong production as Paramount’s bally-hooed version
went forward.
For my friend Rick Baker, who designed and acted in the amazing gorilla suit used in
Paramount’s film, the experience was a combination nightmare and career boost. As goofy as
certain elements of Paramount’s “Kong” were—was there ever an onscreen monster more
ineffectual than the 40-foot robot they used?—Rick’s work in his gorilla outfit was outstanding
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and foreshadowed his triumphant accomplishments in “Gorillas in the Mist” and the 1999
“Mighty Joe Young” remake.

[SIDEBAR/Caption for Telluride pics]

I’m happy to say that I’ve been able to meet nearly all of the artists and
technicians who brought life to Kong. One such occasion was the Telluride Film
Festival Tribute to King Kong in 1976, where many of the principles involved in
the production were reunited. I brought for the occasion the Kong model that
David Allen constructed. Kong made his initial appearance to great fanfare as
music from the original soundtrack swelled throughout the grand theater wherein
a print of “King Kong” was scheduled to be screened. The curtains parted, an
announcer intoned, “Ladies and Gentlemen, the Eighth Wonder of the World…”,
and a spotlight revealed . . . my little Kong, safely “chained” as he was in the film.
It brought down the house—fortunately not in the way the movie Kong did!
[Insert photo of Linwood Dunn, Mario Larrinaga, Mrs. Cooper, Fay Wray, Zoe
Porter (Cooper's secretary), Archie Marshek, & Orville Goldner.]

<Sidebar/caption for GIANT HEAD pics>
For Hollywood’s Golden Anniversary Celebration of King Kong in 1983, the coproducer of the event, Richard Correll, came up with the idea of re-creating the
giant head-and-shoulders Kong prop for display in Mann’s Chinese Theater’s
forecourt, just as it was at the 1933 premiere. He put together a team of effects
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experts including animator Jim Danforth, Tommy Scherman, Bill Hedge, and the
Chiodo brothers. We assembled it at Don Post Studios, the only space big enough
to fit the thing. Even so, we had to slice off the top of Kong’s head to get him out
of the building. I worked on the eyeballs, and Kathy devised a pattern made of
bedsheets for the fur “hide.” The head was designed to move much as the original
had, with levers and controls hidden in the back.

<Caption/Sidebar Text for KONG ARMATURE shots>
Although there has been much speculation as to how many models were made for production
of “King Kong,” it’s the conviction of persons I’ve spoken to who were involved in the films
production that Kong was portrayed by two eighteen-inch armatures, or puppets, created by
Marcel Delgado.
When constructing Kong and the other beasts used in the film, Marcel started with a sturdy
metal skeleton that was engineered to allow maximum articulation for the animators. These
skeletons had to be enormously sturdy in order to withstand the rigors of constant manipulation
on the miniature sets. He then covered the metal framework with sponge rubber to form muscle
structure, and, in the case of Kong, covered that with a medium rabbit fur. The face was sculpted
using latex rubber over other materials. Part of Marcel’s job was to do daily maintenance on the
joints of all of the armatures, tightening and adjusting everything through small slits in the hides.
Very few “King Kong” animation puppets have survived simply because they were thought
of as tools and regularly cannibalized for other projects. One of the Kong puppets was
dismantled for parts soon after the film wrapped. The armature in my collection survived
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because it was re-covered and re-used as the titular character in “Son of Kong,” which began
production very soon after “King Kong” was released.
Kong evidently resided at RKO undisturbed for many years until 1962. During the
production of “Jack, The Giant Killer,” animator Jim Danforth was faced with a scene where the
two-headed monster has to pick up an anchor. Needing two good fingers for the grasping action
on the model, he simply took two digits from Kong’s left hand.
The puppet most likely would have slowly disappeared in that manner, piece by piece, had it
not been for a friend of Willis O’Brien, animator Phil Kellison, who became the custodian of the
armature soon after. The “Son of Kong” latex, rubber and fur covering was deteriorating and
rotting, and it smelled terrible. A chemist examined it and warned that the decomposing rubber
was actually eating into the underlying metal parts, so Phil had it steam-cleaned to its present
condition. In the early ‘70s, Phil loaned the puppet to a museum called Movie World of Buena
Park, California. When the place went belly-up, Kong just sort of… disappeared. I used to pester
Phil about it, and he contacted the owner only to get evasive answers to the effect of, “I think
he’s lost.”
As luck would have it, in 1975 I accompanied my friend, Bill Malone, to the warehouse
where all of the Movie World stuff was stored. Bill had bought Robby the Robot, and I was
going to help him take the robot home. While we were in this big storage room waiting for
Robby, I spied the Kong puppet standing on a box way back in a corner! I couldn’t get it then
and there, but I immediately contacted Phil. Once he got it back, he shocked me by saying, “Bob,
can you take this guy off my hands?”
Several years ago a man who said he represented the Smithsonian contacted me about the
possibility of including Kong in their traveling exhibition. As the custodian of the artifact, I
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didn’t want to chance losing it, so I declined. He assured me that the insurance company would
pay for a re-construction if anything happened to the armature—which misses the point entirely,
of course. When I still said no, the guy got so mad that he said he’d make his own model.
“That’s fraud,” I warned. “I don’t care,” he said. Incredibly, the Smithsonian employee had a full
body copy made and began to exhibit it as “The Model Used in the Movie ‘King Kong.’”
A news crew filmed the fake Kong at one of the exhibit’s stops, believing that they were
seeing the real deal, and the story went out on CBS, where I was working at the time. It had sort
of orange fur and was even made to look old and beat up. Everyone at the network knew I had
the real Kong, so we did our own cut-in with the actual Kong in time for Dan Rather to make a
correction. The Smithsonian was very embarrassed.
Still, the fake Kong remained on the tour with a plaque that was amended to read “This may
have been the model...” Its current whereabouts are unknown, but don’t be surprised—or
fooled—if it turns up in the near future.

<Caption/Sidebar for MIGHTY JOE YOUNG ARMATURE shots.>
I suspect much of the confusion regarding just how many King Kong puppets were created
for the film springs from the fact that Willis O’Brien and Marcel Delgado also worked together
on another giant ape picture in 1949, “Mighty Joe Young.” For that film, six puppets were used;
four sixteen-inch, one six-inch, and one bust.
“Mighty Joe Young” marked the debut of Ray Harryhausen, who was able to study at the
elbow of his idol, Willis O’Brien. Ray, of course, went on to make fantasy epics like “Jason and
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the Argonauts” and “Golden Voyage of Sinbad,” films that pushed the envelope of stop-motion
animation.
When Ray saw the Mighty Joe Young armature in my collection, he immediately said, “Oh
my God, you’ve got Jennifer!” Of the four puppets made for the film, this was the one Ray used,
and he’d affectionately named it after his favorite actress at the time, Jennifer Jones. Ray was
able to identify it so easily because this armature is made with hinge joints in the shoulders rather
than ball joints. While Ray and Obie had no problems manipulating the hinge-type configuration,
Obie’s assistant animator, Pete Peterson, preferred ball-joints and the other models where built to
suit him.
Obie and Marcel had learned some refinements in the time between the two Kong films and
“Mighty Joe Young.” First of all, they were able to make the Mighty Joe puppet smaller and
lighter while maintaining the ease of movement required for their work. They also saw that
Kong’s mouth would slowly close during certain sequence due to tension on the tight rubber
around the puppets jaw. To solve the problem, Marcel added a set-screw under Joe’s chin to keep
his mouth solidly in position.
The Mighty Joe armature has withstood the test of time very well. In fact, when Phil Tippett
and his crew needed to create stop-motion models for “The Empire Strikes Back,” they borrowed
the Joe Young “skeleton” to study before Tom St. Amand built their “Tauntauns.”
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FINAL CHAPTER: The Curator
It’s a warm, windy September day, and a throng of onlookers cheer as the She Creature flies
above the La Brea tar pits.
The event is a promotional soiree for the American Movie Classics cable channel’s
“Monsterfest,” a series of vintage horror films—including “The She Creature,” “Day the World
Ended,” and “It Conquered the World”—scheduled for the month of October. I’ve been invited
to the event for a reunion of sorts with “Cuddles,” now immortalized as an 80-foot tall hot air
balloon. A big, big star.
I’m doing what I’ve done for decades, telling the story of Paul Blaisdell to the many news
outfits and just plain fans that approach me. Their interest is gratifying and by no means
anomalous in this day and age. Since the release of “Star Wars” in 1977, enthusiasm for fantastic
films has built steadily. In fact, my Halloween Show crew dissolved in 1982 because everyone
was simply too busy meeting the new demand, making movie after movie.
It’s been sixteen years since Paul Blaisdell passed away. We’d been estranged ever since
1963, when our magazine went up in smoke under sinister circumstances and Paul soured
completely on the entertainment business, retreating along with Jackie to their home in the
woods of Topanga. We spoke briefly in 1969 at the funeral of Lionel Comport, but Paul was so
obviously hurt and frustrated by what he perceived as the industry’s low regard for his work that
our few interactions were strained. He felt—despite my admonitions to the contrary—that the
public had already forgotten everything he’d created.
The cancer that eventually killed him was degenerative, and Jackie had to care for his every
need as it spread throughout his body. Kathy and I had no idea he was ill; his pride wouldn’t
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allow himself to be seen in a weakened state. That same pride kept him from telling me, as
Jackie did after his death, that he’d been following my career with delight and watched me on
“The Ghostbusters” every Saturday morning. I took some comfort in discovering that my “older
brother” approved of me, but will forever regret that he couldn’t shake his despondency. He
wasn’t someone who wanted to be well-known or famous. He just wanted his work to be
appreciated.
I wish Paul could have lived to see how far things have come. Of the top ten grossing movies
of all time, SEVEN are science fiction films. (Come to think of it, the top grosser, “Titanic,”
owes so much to visual effects that it might as well be lumped in.) There is now an entire cable
network, The Sci-Fi Channel, devoted to the genre once relegated to drive-ins and matinees. It’s
been my pleasure to work with their producers on specials celebrating the work of my friends
Dennis Muren, Ray Harryhausen, Rick Baker, George Pal, and, of course, Paul Blaisdell. From
1994 to 1997 we even did regular “Bob’s Basement” segments from my museum on their “Sci-Fi
Buzz” show. People love to hear about the artifacts and the people behind them, a far cry from
the days when visual effects artists were lucky to get a screen credit.
Perhaps the most wonderful benchmark of how far behind-the-scenes artists have come in
terms of recognition and prestige is Dennis Muren’s star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame—the
first special effects person to be so recognized. George Lucas, in the middle of the publicity
whirlwind surrounding the release of “The Phantom Menace,” flew in from Japan especially for
the ceremony, not wanting to miss his collaborator’s special day. Even C-3PO was there. I was
so proud I could have burst.
The passage of time has turned me into a sort of curator for the treasures and stories of
hundreds of fantastic films and their creators, and people from all over the world have examined
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the props and artwork of which I am custodian. While my collection is by no means a public
attraction—I’ve been trying as long as I can remember to fund a museum that people can
visit—I’ve endeavored to make the contents available for anyone curious about fantasy movies
and the creative minds behind them. My enjoyment of these treasures is quadrupled because I get
to see them again and again through the eyes of people who are as thunderstruck as I was when I
walked onto the set of “Destination Moon” so many years ago. I’ve seen people literally tremble
with excitement when touring the collection, and I still understand how they feel. And what a
true pleasure it is to be able to help shine the spotlight on these talented friends of mine.
I’m shaken from my daydreaming and into the present by the voice of my friend John
Goodwin; it’s my turn to ride the “Cuddles” balloon. In no time at all I’m in the basket with the
pilot and other brave passengers and we begin our gentle ascent with a “whooosh” of the
overhead jets. The ground falls away—we’re aloft. I look down upon an ocean of miniature She
Creatures. Kids—and adults—are wearing cardboard “Cuddles” masks, waving at me as the
balloon rises. Does Paul look down from where he is and see what I see?
It’s not a star on the walk of fame, but it’s exactly what he would have wanted.
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1

“Valley of the Cliffhangers” by Jack Mathis, c 1975

2

“Paul Blaisdell, Monster Maker” by Randy Palmer, McFarlane Books
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